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The Li–O2 battery is a promising electrochemical energy storage platform for trans-
portation applications due to its high theoretical specific energy of 3260Whkg−1. How-
ever, several problemsmust be solved before it can be developed commercially. We identify
the Li–O2 cell’s most pertinent problems as those that are the direct result of the discharge
product, Li2O2. In particular, Li2O2 deposits as an electrically insulating solid in the
cathode, which can limit the transport of oxygen and electrons, both of which are essential
for the cell’s operation.
By using a combined experimental and theoretical approach, we find that oxygen
transport limitations are insignificant compared to electron transport limitations. Further-
more, electron transport limitations are manifested in a complex manner, as demonstrated
through a model in which Li2O2 nucleate and grow as discrete particles on the cathode
surface. The potential drop at the end of discharge coincides with the complete coverage
of the cathode surface, indicating that the overpotential gained during discharge is the
kinetic overpotential of the oxygen reduction reaction rather than an ohmic overpotential
through the Li2O2 bulk. Increasing the current density is shown to decrease the capacity
by increasing the nucleation rate, leading to faster crowding of the cathode surface.
An improved understanding of Li2O2 formation can instruct effective strategies for
improving the capacity and rechargeability of the Li–O2 cell. Methods to improve capacity
are proposed based on the general strategy of reducing the nucleation rate. With a
molecular dynamics simulation, we show that solvents that coordinate with Li+, such
as tetraglyme, can form a steric barrier against the deposition of O2
– , the precursor
to Li2O2. An open-structure cathode material, vapor grown carbon fiber (VGCF), is
demonstrated to exhibit a high discharge capacity despite its low surface area, as indicated
by the formation of Li2O2 particles up to 4 μm in diameter. By coupling a diffusion model
to the Li2O2 nucleation and growth model, we show that VGCF can provide access to
a greater volume of electrolyte for LiO2 to diffuse in, which effectively reduces the rate
of nucleation by reducing the rate at which the nucleating species accumulates near the
surface.
The formation of Li2O2 particles also provides clues to the origins of capacity fade
during cycling. Large Li2O2 particles can electronically isolate carbon particles from the
cathode, thus reducing their surface area. We use electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
to show that the effective capacitance of the cathode, which is proportional to its surface
area, decreases as a function of the number of cycles passed. VGCF is able to resist
electronic isolation, achieving both a stable reversible capacity of 630mAh g−1 and a
stable capacitance value after 35 cycles. To address the rechargeability of Li2O2 particles
that are larger than the electron transport length, we study the use of soluble redox
mediators. Preliminary experiments show that the depletion of redox activity over time is
a challenge that must be overcome to make redox mediators work in a practical Li–O2
cell.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Demand for Lightweight Energy Storage
Carbon dioxide emissions will continue to impart adverse long-term climate changes if
efforts are not made to curb fossil fuel consumption.1 However, shifting from an energy
infrastructure based on fossil fuels to one based on renewable sources requires robust
ways to store energy. Renewable sources, such as solar and wind, are intermittent by
nature and require large-capacity energy storage in order to ensure the consistent delivery
of electricity to meet demand. In addition, the utility of renewable sources in the trans-
portation sector depends on the energy storage medium used on the vehicle itself. The
continued dominance of internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles over electric vehicles
(EVs) is due mostly to the lack of an electrochemical storage system that can match the
energy density of gasoline. The large share of petroleum-based energy consumed by
the transportation sector in the United States, as shown in Figure 1.1, easily justifies the
need for a competitively lightweight energy storage solution. Transitioning to EVs can
lead to a major reduction in global CO2 emissions, as the transportation sector accounts
for 23% of it.3 Current state of the art EVs use lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries, which are
also the dominant energy storage platform used in consumer electronic devices. At best,
Li-ion batteries deliver a theoretical specific energy of approximately 500Whkg−1.4,5
This dwarfs in comparison to the specific energy of gasoline, which is at least 25 times
higher at 12 000Whkg−1.6 Although Li-ion-based EVs are currently being produced at a
modest rate, they have limited market penetration because they tend to be heavier and
more expensive than their closest ICE counterparts. In particular, the weight and cost of
the battery places a practical limitation on the driving range of the vehicle. Whereas nearly
1
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of energy usage by sector, along with the distribution of
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chart represents the fraction of the total energy produced by a given source
and consumed in a given sector. Data from the U.S. Energy Information
Administration for the year 2012.2
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all ICE vehicles can travel between 300 and 400 miles on a tank of gasoline, one would
need to pay nearly 100,000 USD for an EV that will travel 265miles.7 Considering that
the majority of consumers would only consider buying an electric car if it can deliver a
similar range at the same price,8 widespread adoption of EVs appear problematic without
a better battery.
Recently, research groups worldwide have made it a priority to engineer practical
successors to the Li-ion battery. Two decades of active research have already enabled
Li-ion batteries to achieve capacities close to those theoretically allowed by the active
materials.5 To achieve higher specific energy, many research groups looked towards batter-
ies whose chemistry is fundamentally different from that of Li-ion batteries. Traditional
Li-ion batteries use intercalation electrodes which are typically LiC6 in the anode and
a transition metal oxide in the cathode. Such batteries are heavy because most of the
atoms act as scaffolds that remain in place during discharge and charge. Batteries that
use elemental electrodes can provide significant weight savings because all of the atoms
are theoretically able to participate in the electrochemical conversion reaction. Of these
batteries, only a few exhibit rechargeability, which is a trait highly desired for batteries used
in EVs and consumer electronics. Figure 1.2 compares the theoretical specific energies
of several rechargeable battery chemistries that have higher capacities than Li-ion. Of
these chemistries, Li–O2 (also known as lithium-air) offers the highest theoretical specific
energy (3622Whkg−1) by virtue of the low atomic masses of lithium and oxygen. In fact,
if one considers that electric motors are far more efficient, at ∼93%,14,15 than internal
combustion engines, at ∼30%,16 the effective specific capacity is almost as high as that
of gasoline (3260Whkg−1 vs 3600Whkg−1). Having a rechargeable energy storage sys-
tem competitive with gasoline opens the possibility of financially accessible EVs, which
are necessary to replace the ICE vehicles that account for a substantial fraction of CO2
emissions.
3
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Figure 1.2: Theoretical specific energies for rechargeable battery chemistries under
active research. Asterisk (*) indicates that most of the research activity is
at the fundamental level. Specific energy calculated based on weight of
active materials and equilibrium cell potentials from literature sources.9–13
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1.2 State of Knowledge of Li–O2 Batteries
Compared to other emerging battery technologies, Li–O2 batteries are still at a relatively
early stage in research. New findings on the battery’s fundamental workings continue to
be reported. This section intends to review the current state of knowledge of the Li–O2
battery and lay the foundation for the work in this dissertation.
The high specific capacity of the Li–O2 cell is mainly attributed to the simplicity of the
reactants involved. The anode is composed of pure lithium metal, which ionizes during
discharge to release Li+ ions into the electrolyte.
Li → Li+ + e− (1.1)
The Li+ ion travels through the electrolyte to the cathode while the electrons flow through
the external circuit to power the device in use. In an aprotic electrolyte, two Li+ ions
combine with two electrons and an oxygen molecule in the cathode to form lithium
peroxide (Li2O2), which precipitates as a solid.
2 Li+ +O2 + 2 e
− → Li2O2 (1.2)
A cell that operates by this chemistry is known as an aprotic Li–O2 cell and has a theoretical
potential of 3.10V 13, enabling a specific capacity of 3622Whkg−1. Figure 1.3a shows a
schematic of the aprotic cell.
If the cell contained an aqueous electrolyte instead, the water molecules act as a proton
source for a different cathodic reaction, producingwater-soluble lithiumhydroxide (LiOH)
instead.
4 Li+ + 2H2O +O2 + 4 e
− → LiOH (1.3)
An aqueous Li–O2 cell has a theoretical potential of 3.44V,
17 enabling a specific capacity
of 3850Whkg−1. Figure 1.3b shows a schematic of the aqueous cell.
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Figure 1.3: Schematics of the (a) aprotic and (b) aqueous Li–O2 cell.
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Themain technical problems associated with the aqueous Li–O2 cell are different from
those associated with the aprotic Li–O2 cell. In particular, lithium metal reacts violently
with water unless it is separated by a Li+-ion conducting barrier that is impermeable to
water. For this reason, most research efforts on the aqueous Li–O2 cell are focused on
developing suitable ceramic or polymer membranes for protecting the anode. Aqueous
electrolytes also tend to dry quickly in systems that are open to the atmosphere, limiting
the aqueous Li–O2 cell to closed systems. These problems are not present in the aprotic
cell, which allowed researchers to address the problems of reaction kinetics and cycling
life more directly. Thus, the vast majority of studies on Li–O2 cells focus on batteries of
the aprotic variety. Unless otherwise indicated, the research described in this dissertation
concerns the aprotic Li–O2 cell.
The cathode reaction has been proposed to follow a few possible mechanisms that
involve an oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) to superoxide radical (O2
– ) or lithium
superoxide (LiO2) as an intermediate. Two most commonly cited mechanisms in the
Li–O2 battery literature are successive reduction,
18
Li+ + e− +O2 → LiO2 (1.4a)
LiO2 + e
− + Li+ → Li2O2 (1.4b)
and disproportionation of the superoxide,19,20
O2 + e
− → O2
− (1.5a)
O2
− + Li+ → LiO2 (1.5b)
2 LiO2 → Li2O2 +O2 (1.5c)
When the cell is recharged, Li2O2 decomposes back to lithium ions and oxygen by a more
direct mechanism:20
Li2O2 → O2 + 2 Li
+ + 2 e− (1.6)
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Abraham and Jiang demonstrated the first rechargeable aprotic Li–O2 battery in 1996,
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identifying the production and decomposition of Li2O2 with a combination of Raman
spectroscopy and a chemical assay. Since then, additional research has been sparse and
were mostly focused on exploring the operating characteristics of the cell. Similar to
other batteries, the cell’s performance can be characterized by measuring its voltage while
subjecting it to galvanostatic (constant-current) discharge and charge. The resulting plots
of voltage as a function of capacity show essential performance characteristics, such as
reaction voltage plateaus, overpotentials, and ability to retain capacity over multiple cycles.
Figure 1.4 shows example voltage curves from a galvanostatic cycling test of a Li–O2 cell.
In a typical Li–O2 cell with a porous carbon cathode and without any catalysts or additives,
the most common issues seen are large overpotentials, a capacity that fades rapidly with
cycle number, and limited current density capability.
Each component of the Li–O2 cell plays a role in the problems that must be addressed
before the Li–O2 cell may be considered commercially viable. As with all lithium metal
batteries, the anode susceptible to formation of dendrites, which are tree-like deposits of
lithium that can bridge the electrodes after repeated cycling and short circuit the cell.21
In the Li–O2 cell in particular, oxygen can also react with the anode and create localized
regions with higher interfacial resistance, which provides a mechanism for dendrite
formation.22 The electrolyte must satisfy several requirements as well. Like all batteries,
the electrolyte must have a high ionic conductivity and be electrochemically stable within
the cell’s voltage range. However, the Li–O2 cell also requires that the electrolyte has a
high O2 solubility and is stable against nucleophilic attack, which is a consequence of the
specific mechanism by which the discharge product is formed. Most studies on the Li–O2
battery until 2011 used carbonate-based electrolytes, which were adopted because they
were commonly used in Li-ion batteries. However, subsequent work have shown that
the apparent rechargeability seen in Li–O2 cells made with carbonate-based electrolytes
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was merely an artifact of electrolyte decomposition.23–26 This is because O2
– , formed
as an intermediate species, is a strong nucleophile that can attack carbonate solvents.25
Although this finding renders the majority of the prior literature questionable, it highlights
the importance of fundamental electrochemical research on the Li–O2 battery.
The cathode is often considered home to problems that are unique to the Li–O2 battery
because it is where Li2O2 formation occurs. Besides being electrochemically stable in
the voltage range of the cell, the cathode must also be chemically stable towards Li2O2
and its superoxide precursors. In addition to having a high surface area for the ORR,
the cathode must also have an open pore structure to facilitate the transport of oxygen.
In most implementations of the Li–O2 cell, the cathode is a packing of graphitic carbon
particles held together by a small amount of polymer binder. The high surface area
and conductivity of these carbons, combined with their low weight and cost, make them
attractive as an electrodematerial. However, O2
– was found to react with graphitic carbon,
particularly at oxygenated defect sites,27 andwith polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF),28 which
is a commonly-used binder. These side reactions degrade the cathode and can reduce the
ability of the Li–O2 cell to cycle.
The similarity of Li–O2 batteries to fuel cells has encouraged the use of catalysts in
the cathode. Early studies with α-MnO2 and Co3O4 show that it is possible to improve
the cell’s discharge capacity and capacity retention over multiple cycles.29,30 However,
neither material appear to reduce the overpotential of the discharge process, which calls
into question whether these compounds act as traditional electrochemical catalysts. Au
was found to decrease the discharge overpotential, whereas Pt was found to decrease
the charging overpotential, suggesting that Au and Pt act as ORR and OER catalysts,
respectively.31,32 Lowering overpotentials has been an active area of study because the
Li–O2 cell by itself has a poor round-trip efficiency, usually calculated as proportional to
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the ratio of the discharge potential to the charge potential, meaning that the usable energy
during discharge is a relatively small fraction of the energy spent during charge. The use of
a combined Au and Pt catalyst, for example, was shown to improve round-trip efficiency
from ∼50% to ∼77%.33 However, studies employing differential electrochemical mass
spectrometry (DEMS), which analyzes evolved gases in situ, found that certain catalysts—
especially Pt—increase the production of CO2 during charging, which could not have
come from the oxidation of Li2O2.
34 The apparent rechargeability gained through the use
of these catalysts therefore likely appears to be another result of electrolyte decomposition.
Despite the wide variety of problems mentioned thus far, the most urgent problems
with Li–O2 cells are intrinsic to the fundamental reactions of the Li–O2 cell. In particular,
Li2O2 forms as a solid and electronically insulating layer on the surface of the cathode.
As illustrated in Figure 1.5 this can lead to two problems: (a) Li2O2 fills the void space
within the pores, thus stopping the transport of oxygen, and (b) the electronic resistance
of the Li2O2 layer inhibits the transport of electrons to the reaction sites at the cathode-
electrolyte interface. Even if perfect materials exist to eliminate any possible side reactions,
the problems intrinsic to Li2O2 properties still need to be addressed because Li2O2 is a
necessary reaction product in the Li–O2 cell.
1.3 Motivation and Scope
The motivation for the research discussed in this dissertation stems from the need for
more in-depth understanding on the intrinsic problems of the Li–O2 cell. Most of the
literature on Li–O2 batteries report on new materials and methods, or combinations of
such that improve the battery’s performance, but do not address how they reduce the
limitations brought about by the physical properties of Li2O2. For example, the vast
11
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Figure 1.5: The two intrinsic problems related to the fundamental properties of Li2O2:
(a) filling of void space can stop oxygen transport and (b) Li2O2 resistance
can prevent oxygen transport
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majority of recent studies employ a “capacity cutoff” technique, in which the Li–O2 cell
is discharged to a fixed capacity on each cycle,35–39 because this technique was found
to enable cells to operate for many more charge/discharge cycles before failure. This
technique was first demonstrated by Débart et al. in 2008, who suggested that the deep
polarization at the end of a traditional voltage-limited discharge is a possible indicator
of the origins of capacity fade.29 Jung et al. later popularized this technique in 2012 by
demonstrating up to 100 cycles without the use of a catalyst.37 However, this technique is
neither a technological solution to the capacity fade problem nor a scientific approach
to finding one. First, limiting the capacity (usually to ∼50%) reduces or eliminates the
primary advantage that Li–O2 battery has over other lithium metal chemistries, such
as Li–S. Second, stopping the discharge early does not allow voltage–capacity profiles
to be measured at the end of each cycle, which are valuable for quantifying the rate of
failure of a Li–O2 cell. Finally, this technique prevents direct and objective comparisons
of new Li–O2 battery materials because cell testing parameters are usually chosen through
trial and error to elicit the best performance out of a particular combination of materials.
Despite the widespread popularity of the capacity cutoff technique, the reason behind its
performance gains remains largely unexplained.
Rather than taking a trial and error approach, it is more efficient to investigate physical
mechanisms to advise better design decisions for the Li–O2 cell. Hypotheses that are
often assumed to be true in the literature will need to be challenged with models that
describe observable trends in better quantitative detail. For instance, oxygen transport
and electronic resistance are both cited as possible causes for the rapid polarization that
prevents further discharge, but it is still unclear which mechanism is dominant in the
Li–O2 cell. Furthermore, a model capable of predicting experimentally observable trends,
such as voltage profiles and discharge capacities as a function of current density, has
yet to be established based on one of these mechanisms. Thus, a combined modeling
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and experimental approach was pursued, with a focus on relating the physical processes
happening in the Li–O2 cell to experimentally measurable trends. The goals of the present
research are to (a) identify the dominant mechanism, (b) develop a model that predicts
how thismechanism leads to the observed behavior, and (c) investigate strategies informed
by this model to improve capacity and cycleability.
This dissertation is organized roughly in the chronology of the aforementioned goals.
Since the literature most frequently cites oxygen transport as the Li–O2 cell’s capacity-
limiting mechanism, the effects of oxygen transport were first examined. The experiments
described in chapter 2 show that oxygen transport has a minimal effect on Li–O2 cell
capacity and voltage, and is insignificant compared to Li2O2 resistivity under the con-
ditions investigated. Chapter 3 examines how Li2O2 resistivity limits capacity if Li2O2
grew nonuniformly as particles on the cathode surface. To establish this relationship, a
mathematical model was developed to simulate the nucleation and growth of Li2O2 on the
cathode. The key findings established by this model are that the growth of Li2O2 covers
the active surface area on the cathode and that higher current density drives a higher
nucleation rate that leads to quicker surface coverage. Chapter 4 applies the findings from
the nucleation and growth model to explore two strategies to improve capacity. The first
is selecting solvents that chelate with adsorbed lithium ions on the cathode surface to
slow down nucleation, and the second is the use of an open cathode structure to reduce
supersaturation of superoxide. Chapter 5 studies rechargeability and possible ways to
improve it based on knowledge of Li2O2 growth, including the use of structurally resilient
high aspect ratio cathode materials and redox mediators.
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CHAPTER 2
EVALUATING OXYGEN TRANSPORT LIMITATIONS
A defining feature of the aprotic Li–O2 cell is the overall cathodic reaction. Regardless
of specificmaterials used in the cell, Li+ andO2 must be electrochemically reduced to form
Li2O2. Since Li2O2 precipitates as an electronically insulating solid in aprotic electrolytes,
its presence brings about intrinsic problems that limit the capacity of the cell and possibly
its cycleability as well. The twomost important problems are oxygen transport and electron
transport, owing to the solid and electrically insulating properties of Li2O2, respectively.
Both are commonly hypothesized as the cause of the voltage drop seen at the end of
a typical discharge curve.40–43 However, it is unclear which of the proposed capacity-
limiting mechanisms is dominant due to the lack of critical experiments or theoretical
studies. Historically, oxygen transport was assumed to be the dominant mechanism.40
This chapter presents experiments designed specifically to evaluate the degree at which
oxygen transport affects the performance of the Li–O2 cell.
2.1 Background
Oxygen transport has been proposed as the primary capacity-limiting mechanism ever
since a pioneering study by J. Read compared the appearance of undischarged and dis-
charged cathodes under the scanning electronmicroscope (SEM).40 Thedischarge product
transitions from a particle-like appearance to a film-like appearance as the discharge cur-
rent density increased, which suggests that the depth of penetration of oxygen may be
reduced at higher current density. A follow-up theoretical study demonstrated that a
significant oxygen concentration gradient can indeed develop in a cell with a 800 μm
thick cathode and carbonate electrolyte.44 However, the specific mechanism in which
growth of Li2O2 eventually limits oxygen transport has yet to be defined. This inspired the
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development of numerous models where the generation of discharge product reduces the
porosity of the cathode.41,43,45,46 Although each of these models differ in the details of their
implementation, they all work on the principle that the effective diffusivity of O2 through
the porous cathode is the product of the porosity (ε) and the diffusion coefficient of O2
dissolved in the electrolyte. In some embodiments, the tortuosity (τ) is also considered,
which increases the effective diffusion length.
DeffO2 =
εDO2
τ
(2.1)
The growth of Li2O2 can be directly mapped to the change in porosity by the molecular
weight and density of Li2O2. In addition, every unit of O2 corresponds stoichiometrically
to one unit of Li2O2 produced, which allows the following relation to be derived:
𝜕ε
𝜕t
= −
RO2MLi2O2
VmaxρLi2O2
(2.2)
where RO2 is the rate of generation of O2 (negative for depletion). As the porosity ap-
proaches 0, the rate of diffusion can no longer sustain the rate at which O2 is being
electrochemically depleted. Thus, the surface concentration of O2 decreases. This results
in a decrease in the cell potential consistent with the Nernst equation:
E = E0 +
RT
zF
ln(
cs
c0
) (2.3)
The reference state E0 corresponds to the open-circuit voltage at rest, when the concen-
tration of O2 in the electrolyte, cs, is constant throughout at c
0, which serves as an initial
condition. During discharge, the concentration of oxygen at the electrolyte-gas interface
is held constant at c0, serving as a boundary condition.
Despite the numerous implementations of variable-porosity models in the literature,
their agreement with experimental results is qualitative at best. In particular, the models
tend to approximate the general shape of the experimental discharge curve, including the
sudden drop in voltage at the end of discharge, but they can only be fit to discharge curves
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from one or two current densities for a given set of parameters.45,46 Furthermore, it is
debatable whether the operating conditions where oxygen transport becomes a limiting
factor are representative of most experiments in the literature. The models reviewed
assume cathode thicknesses in the range of 700 μm to 1200 μm, but the cathode rarely
exceeds 250 μm in thickness, including the thickness of the stainless steel mesh or car-
bon paper current collector.47,48 The significance of oxygen transport limitations can be
estimated by the Damköhler number:45
Da =
j/zF
DeffO2c
0/L
(2.4)
which is a dimensionless ratio of O2 depletion by the electrochemical reaction to the
diffusion rate of O2 within the electrode. A value of unity suggests that these rates are
approximately equal; thus, oxygen transport limitations become significant at Damköh-
ler numbers greater than one. The coin cell experiments described in this dissertation
use an active layer thickness of 10 μm, where a geometric discharge current density of
0.1mA cm−2 corresponds to a Damköhler number 0.11. (Damköhler number calculated
using DO2 = 2.17 × 10
−6 cm2 s−1 and a Bunsen coefficient of 0.0993, which corresponds
to c0 = 4.37molm−3.44,49) Even at low current densities, using thin electrodes there is
still a significant inverse relationship between current density and discharge capacity.50
The effects of oxygen transport, therefore, require critical evaluation in well-represented
experimental conditions.
The experiments described in this chapter are motivated by discrepancies between the
models and experiments in the literature. Rather than attempting to fit an oxygen transport
model to experimental discharge curves, the experiments were designed such that oxygen
transport properties can be derived from the voltage profiles. The first experiment directly
assesses the effect of oxygen transport on the discharge capacity by introducing periodic
rest periods to alleviate the limitation, if any. The second experiment essentially uses the
Li–O2 cell as an electrochemical oxygen sensor to compare the rate of diffusion of oxygen
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between an undischarged and discharged cathode.
2.2 Effect of Oxygen Transport on Capacity
If oxygen transport limitations are significant in limiting the discharge capacity of the
Li–O2 cell, it would be possible tomodify the operating conditions such that this limitation
is reduced or eliminated. One way to do this without requiring a specially designed Li–O2
cell is to introduce rest periods throughout the discharge process. During the rest periods,
j = 0, Da → 0, and the consumption of O2 ceases. In the rest period, the concentration of
O2 can therefore be thought of as being given enough time to replinish.
Detailed Li–O2 coin cell preparation protocols are described in appendix A.1-A.4; a
brief summary follows. Carbon cathodes consisted of 90% Super P (Imerys Graphite &
Carbon) and 10% PVDF on carbon paper (Toray TGP–030), and electrolyte consisted of
1MLiCF3SO3 in tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME). CR2032 form factor coin
cells were assembled in an argon glovebox using 100 μL of electrolyte in and a Whatman
GF/D glass fiber separator. All testing was performed in a custom-built oxygen-filled test
chamber, maintained at a pressure of 35 kPa above atmospheric, connected to a Neware
BTS–5V1mA battery tester.
The cells were allowed to rest for 6 h prior to the start of discharge to equilibrate.
The cells were then discharged following a pulsed discharge scheme, where they were
discharged at constant current for a period of τon and then held at open circuit for a period
of τoff. Figure 2.1 illustrates this discharge scheme. The cell voltage was measured during
both the discharge and open-circuit periods. τon was kept at 1min while values of 0min
(continuous discharge) to 4min were used for τoff. 4min was considered sufficient for O2
recovery, corresponding to 6L2/DO2 in the event that the entire current collector thickness
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of pulsed discharge scheme. The cell discharges at I0 for a
period of τon, then rests at open circuit for a period of τoff.
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(L = 100 μm) is used for diffusion.
If oxygen depletion is a limiting factor and the diffusion of oxygen is significant
in the time scale of τoff, then this limitation should be at least partially alleviated by the
introduction of rest periods. Thus, onewould expect an improvement in discharge capacity
and a lowered overpotential with increasing τoff. However, this was not the case. Figure 2.2
shows the discharge curves obtained by splicing together the voltage measurements from
the τon pulses. No significant difference in the discharge capacity was found by varying
the rest time, τoff. For the cells discharged at 0.025mA cm
−2, the voltage curve of the
continuously discharged cell is nearly identical to that of the pulse-discharged cell with
τoff = 2min, and has a marginally higher capacity than the cell pulse-discharged with
τoff = 1min. When the discharge current is increased to 0.1mA cm
−2, the variation
in discharge capacity increased, but no discernable trend is attained. Surprisingly, the
continuously discharged cell produced the highest capacity, followed by τoff of 2min,
1min, then 4min, all within a 23% range. Considering the lack of a clear trend, it is likely
that cathode loading variations (±10% error by mass) are responsible for any differences
in capacity.
The pulsed discharge scheme allows the resting voltage of the cell to be monitored
throughout the discharge process by recording the voltage at the end of each rest period.
The resting potential remains steady throughout discharge with only a slight downward
slope, which indicates that the voltage polarization is able to quickly recover within the
time scale of the rest period. However, increasing τoff results in a systematic increase in
the resting voltage, suggesting that dissolved oxygen or electrolyte ions are still in the
process of equilibrating 1min to 4min after the discharge pulse has ended. This signals an
opportunity for a more detailed and controlled study of transport in the cathode. Specif-
ically, it is desirable to isolate the effect of oxygen diffusion on cell potential from other
20
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Figure 2.2: Discharge voltage curves obtained from pulsed discharged scheme, using
discharge current densities of (a) 0.025mA cm−2 and (b) 0.1mA cm−2.
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sources such as ionic and electronic polarization, which is the premise of the following
experiment described in section 2.3
2.3 Quantifying Oxygen Diffusion
The theory behind the pulsed discharge experiment is that the dissolved O2 concentration
is allowed to replenish during the resting periods. However, it is difficult to separate the
effect of O2 concentration from the effects of ionic and electronic polarization if the cell
has not yet fully equilibrated from the preceding discharge step. Alternatively, the rate of
oxygen diffusion could be measured with a Li–O2 cell if it were used as an electrochemical
sensor. This takes advantage of Nernst equation (eq 2.3), where the open circuit voltage
would change as a function of the concentration of dissolvedO2 in the cathode. This allows
the rate of oxygen diffusion to be measured independently of other transient processes,
and for it to be compared between its undischarged state and its discharged state.
Coin cells used in this experiment were prepared in a manner identical to those used
in the pulsed discharge experiment. The test chamber was purged with O2, and the cells
were allowed to equilibrate for 6 h. Then, the chamber was evacuated for 15min and
the cells were transferred to an argon-filled glovebox for three days in order to degas the
electrolyte of dissolvedO2. The cells were returned to the testing chamber, where they were
discharged to 2.2V in an argon environment to confirm complete degassing of the cells.
No measurable capacity was recorded, indicating that the remaining O2 concentration
was negligible. The chamber was then filled with O2, and the open-circuit voltage was
recorded as a function of time, which was used to derive the oxygen diffusion rate for an
undischarged cell.
The same cell was then discharged to 2.2V in an O2 environment. The discharged
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cells were degassed and returned to an argon-filled test chamber, where it was discharged
at 0.1mA cm−2 to 2.2V. Once again, no measurable capacity was recorded. The chamber
was then filled with O2, and the open-circuit voltage was recorded as a function of time,
which was used to derive the oxygen diffusion rate for a discharged cell.
Figure 2.4 shows the cell resting voltage, both prior to discharge and after discharge,
as a function of time after the introduction of O2 into the test chamber. Both voltages
asymptotically approach equilibrium within minutes, but the discharged cell responds
slightly slower, possibly due to the Li2O2 deposits reducing the effective diffusivity of O2
into the cell. To quantify this difference, the voltage curves will need to be converted into
oxygen concentration curves, which could be fit to a diffusion model to extract transport
parameters.
For the sake of simplicity, the porous cathode will be modeled as a straight channel,
similar to the model implemented by Sandhu et al.41 When the cell is at rest, the transport
of oxygen is governed simply by the diffusion equation, where the diffusivity is scaled by
the porosity:
𝜕c
𝜕t
= εDO2
𝜕2c
𝜕x2
(2.5)
Two boundary conditions are implemented. At the gas-electrolyte interface (x = L),
the concentration is held constant at c0, while at the cathode surface (x = 0), a no-flux
boundary applies.
𝜕c
𝜕x |
x=0
= 0 (2.6)
c|
x=L
= c0 (2.7)
t = 0 is defined as the moment at which oxygen is introduced into the test chamber. Since
the cells are degassed prior to t = 0, the initial concentration of dissolved oxygen is zero
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of cell potential for undischarged and discharged cell as a
function of time after O2 introduction.
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throughout.
c|
t=0
= 0 (2.8)
To aid in solving for the concentration profile, eqs 2.5-2.8 were non-dimensionalized
by letting
̃c = c/c0 ̃x = x/L ̃t = t/tc (2.9)
where
tc = L
2/(εDO2) (2.10)
such that the non-dimensionalized diffusion equation becomes
𝜕 ̃c
𝜕 ̃t
=
𝜕2 ̃c
𝜕 ̃x2
(2.11)
with initial and boundary conditions
̃c| ̃t=0 = 0
𝜕 ̃c
𝜕 ̃x |
̃x=0
= 0 ̃c|
̃x=1
= 1 (2.12)
Eq 2.11 can be solved by separation of variables, leading to the following Fourier series
solution:
̃c( ̃x, ̃t) = −
∞
∑
n=1
2((−1)n − 1)
nπ
sin(nπ (
x
2
+
1
2
)) exp (−(nπ)2 ̃t) (2.13)
Since the concentration of interest is the concentration at the cathode surface, eq 2.13
is simply evaluated at ̃x = 0 to obtain the dimensionless surface concentration, ̃cs as a
function of time.
̃cs( ̃t) = −
∞
∑
n=1
2((−1)n − 1)
nπ
sin(
nπ
2
) exp (−(nπ)2 ̃t) (2.14)
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The experimental oxygen concentration at the cathode surface can be calculated from
the voltage measurements in Figure 2.4 by manipulating the Nernst equation in eq 2.3,
keeping in mind ̃cs = cs/c
0.
̃cs = exp(
zF
RT
(E − E0)) (2.15)
A value of z = 1 was used to reflect the fact that the elementary ORR is most likely
a one-electron reaction (either eq 1.4a or eq 1.5a). The equilibrium voltage, E0, was
measured as 2.84V. The characteristic time, tc , was optimized using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm (as implemented in SciPy v0.15.1) to obtain a best fit of eq 2.14 to
the experimentally calculated concentrations.
Figure 2.5 shows the experimentally calculated surface concentrations as a function of
time for both the undischarged and discharged case, along with the best fit curves of the
diffusion model. Despite the relative simplicity of the model, it fairly captures the surface
O2 concentration transients estimated from the voltage measurements. The characteristic
times were 19.6min and 45.6min for the undischarged and discharged case, respectively.
Since the only variable in eq 2.10 that would change by discharging the cell is ε, the ratio
of the characteristic times gives the relative void fraction remaining after discharge. Thus,
the void fraction filled by Li2O2 is given by
εfill = 1 −
εundischarged
εdischarged
= 1 −
tc,undischarged
tc,discharged
(2.16)
which is estimated to be 0.57. This is markedly less than those predicted by transport-
limited Li–O2 cell models in the literature. For example, models by Sandhu et al. and
Sahapatsombut et al. both predict a fill fraction of 0.93 when completely discharged
at 0.1mA cm−2.41,45 Based on the densities of Li2O2, bulk Super P, and graphite, the fill
fraction can be independently estimated from the discharge capacity. For a cell discharged
to 5.5mAh, 2.0 μL of the available 5.2 μL is occupied, corresponding to a fill fraction of
0.39. Other reports of discharge product fill fractions also suggest that the cathode void
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Figure 2.5: Fit of diffusion model to oxygen surface concentration calculated from
cell voltage. The rate of oxygen infiltration is moderately decreased after
discharge.
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volume is not fully utilized as an oxygen transport-limitedmodel would suggest. Formeso-
and macroporous carbon nanofoam cathodes, Li2O2 fill fractions range from 0.26 to 0.36,
as measured with Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) analysis,51 and for cells using carbonate
electrolytes, which likely produce Li2CO3 instead, the fill fraction is only 0.024.
43
Given that much of the cathode void volume is still open, additional tests can be
performed to check whether oxygen transport is in fact the primary capacity-limiting
mechanism. First, one can attempt to breach the supposed limiting current imposed
by oxygen diffusion. Since the cathode porosity is reduced to 43% of its original value
based on the oxygen infiltration experiment, the effective diffusivity (and thus the limiting
current density) has been reduced by the same amount by the end of discharge. Thus,
the supposed limiting current density at the start of discharge is 1/0.43 of the original
value, or 0.23mA cm−2, after which the transport overpotential should reduce the cell
voltage below the cutoff of 2.2V almost instantaneously. However, a current density of
0.4mA cm−2 can still produce a discharge plateau of substantial capacity above the cutoff
voltage, as shown in Figure 2.6, indicating that oxygen diffusion is capable of supporting a
higher current density than anticipated. Second, if the cathode pores are not completely
sealed off, one could reason that some capacity should be recoverable if the cell is allowed
to rest in an oxygen environment for long enough. However, Figure 2.7 shows that, even
after 15 days, a second discharge attempt does not recover any significant capacity. Thus,
the capacity-limiting mechanism appears to not be the depletion of oxygen, but a process
with greater permanence.
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Figure 2.6: Discharge curves at higher currents (0.1mA cm−2 to 0.4mA cm−2).
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Figure 2.7: Voltage curves of first discharge and a second discharge 15 days after the
end of the first discharge. A geometric current density of 0.1mA cm−2 was
used.
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2.4 Conclusions
The experiments presented in this chapter provide evidence that the discharge of the
Li–O2 cells, as configured, is not limited by the diffusion of oxygen. First, the possibility of
extending the discharge capacity by introducing rest periods in a pulsed discharge scheme
was investigated. Contrary to expectations that the oxygen would freely diffuse into the
pores of the cathode during the rest periods, the introduction of rest periods did not make
any significant change to the discharge capacity, nor did the length of the rest periods
correlate with any improvement in capacity. In an attempt to more quantitatively analyze
the diffusion of oxygen through the cathode, the Li–O2 cell was used as an electrochemical
sensor as oxygen was introduced into the test chamber. This was accomplished by relating
the cell voltage to the oxygen concentration with the Nernst equation, then fitting the
transient concentration curves to a simple diffusion model. The diffusion model produced
a good fit, but suggests that only 57% of the available void volume is occupied by Li2O2.
An independent calculation based on molecular weights and densities suggest that the
cathode is only 39% filled; both values are much lower than the 93% predicted by diffusion-
limited models in the literature. Cells still produce a substantial capacity when discharged
at a current density much greater than the limiting current density one would estimate for
a 43% void fraction, and no significant capacity was recoverable after the initial discharge,
despite the fact that the cathode void volume is far from 100% filled. These studies suggest
that some other mechanism besides O2 diffusion is responsible for limiting the discharge
capacity of Li–O2 cells observed in experiments. Most logically, the next capacity-limiting
mechanism that should be examined is the electronic resistivity of Li2O2. When a suf-
ficiently thick layer of Li2O2 is accumulated, an ohmic voltage drop would prohibit further
discharge of the cell. This can occur well before the Li2O2 fills the pores of the cathode and
limits oxygen diffusion. Albertus et al. reported the first model that concurrently simulates
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both the effects of the electronic resistivity and oxygen diffusion, qualitatively showing
that electronic resistivity is far more significant, at least for carbonate electrolyte cells
producing Li2CO3.
43 Nonetheless, the effect of electronic resistivity is one that demands
further consideration in models of the Li–O2 cell.
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CHAPTER 3
NUCLEATION ANDGROWTHOF LITHIUM PEROXIDE
Although pioneering studies of the Li–O2 battery popularized the hypothesis that
oxygen diffusion is the capacity-limiting mechanism, they have largely ignored the pos-
sibility that the electronic resistivity of the discharge product may also prevent further
discharge of the cell. In fact, it was not until 2011 that electronic resistivity was proposed
as a limiting factor,43 and one that may even take precedence over oxygen diffusion. Given
the difficulty in reaching quantitative agreement between oxygen diffusionmodels and cell
discharge experiments, electronic resistivity serves as the next most promising capacity-
limiting mechanism because it is an intrinsic property of the discharge product produced
by all Li–O2 cells. The approach used in the previous chapter to analyze oxygen transport
has been largely experimental, as there have been plenty of diffusion-limited models in
the literature that attempt to replicate cell performance. Electronic resistivity, however,
requires a different approach. Since there are no models presently available to predict
cell performance metrics, such as discharge curves, from electronic resistivity, additional
model development is required to create a more robust association between electronic
resistivity and discharge capacity.
The main problems that need to be addressed are the disconnects between fundamen-
tal studies of Li2O2 resistivity and experimental observations. Much of this is qualitative:
the ability of Li2O2 particles to grow larger than the theoretical limit imposed by Li2O2
resistivity has been a longstanding puzzle, and simple models of Li2O2 resistivity were
unable to replicate the characteristic shape of the Li–O2 cell discharge curve. The model
presented in this chapter addresses these concerns by starting with an updated knowledge
of the cathodic reactions, then simulating the nucleation and growth of Li2O2 as discrete
particles rather than as a uniform layer. It is demonstrated that this approach not only
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reproduces the qualitative shape of experimental discharge curve, but also quantitatively
fits the capacity as a function of current density. The model demonstrates that the char-
acteristic sharp voltage drop widely reported at the end of discharge results from the
decrease in electrochemical surface area as Li2O2 covers the cathode surface.
Some content in this chapter was originally published in Nano Letters.52 Updated
methods, findings, and analyses are integrated throughout.
3.1 Background
3.1.1 Electronic Resistivity of Lithium Peroxide
It is currently believed that many of the limitations of the Li–O2 cell stem from the
unique physical properties of the discharge product. First, lithium peroxide (Li2O2) is
insoluble in the most commonly used aprotic liquid electrolytes.53 As a result, solid Li2O2
precipitates in the cathode—usually a porous carbon—leading to the blocking of oxygen
transport pathways.54 Development of a robust solution to this issue has been the goal of
many cathode designs55–58 and modeling studies.41,44–46,59 Second, bulk Li2O2 has a high
electrical resistivity,42,60,61 which is hypothesized to prevent the transfer of electrons from
the carbon surface to the reaction site. In models that simultaneously consider the effect
of oxygen transport and electrical resistance of Li2O2, the latter has been found to be the
more significant in limiting discharge capacity.43
An ongoing puzzle in the field concerns the apparent discrepancy between cell dis-
charge experiments and fundamental studies of Li2O2 resistivity. Scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images of discharged cells show that Li2O2 deposits on the cath-
odes in the form of particles as large as 1 μm in diameter.40,50,57 However, density func-
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tional theory (DFT) studies predict that Li2O2 has an electrical conductivity of only
∼5 × 10−20 S cm−1,62 which—to put into perspective—is less than the electrical conduc-
tivity of dry air.63 It is possible that either electron tunneling or polaron transport may
contribute towards enhancing the overall conductivity of Li2O2. However, electron tun-
neling can only support a Li2O2 film thickness of 5 nm to 10 nm, after which the potential
drop across the Li2O2 film becomes sufficiently large to prevent further discharge.
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An extension of this model that includes polaron charge transport agrees well with the
gradually sloping discharge curves obtained from glassy carbon experiments,64 but cells
with high-surface-area carbon cathodes exhibit a different discharge curve shape: one
that is characterized by a constant-voltage plateau followed by a precipitous, faster-than-
exponential voltage drop at the end of discharge.50,58,65 The lack of a complete model
that explains both the discharge curve shape and the current–capacity relationship of
high-surface-area cathodes motivates this study.
3.1.2 Solution-Phase Growth of Lithium Peroxide
Electron tunneling and polaron transport may not be sufficient to explain how Li2O2
particles are capable of growing to thicknesses beyond what is considered possible for an
electronic insulator. The possibility of surface conductivity has been proposed,61 but has
not been validated by experiments. Alternatively, the growth of large particles of Li2O2
may be possible by a chemical means if one of its precursors is soluble. It was once widely
assumed that LiO2 is highly insoluble, and therefore must remain adsorbed on the surface
where it was formed.18 As a consequence, the only way for Li2O2 to form is by reaction
scheme 1.4, where LiO2 must be successively reduced on the surface of the electrode
or on the surface of a Li2O2 thin enough to support electrical conductivity. However,
experimental evidence began to indicate that Li2O2 could form spontaneously without
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the transfer of charge from the electrode. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiments by Peng
et al. showed that the oxidation waves, which consist of both LiO2 and Li2O2 current
peaks, change depending on the dwell time allotted after the reduction wave.20 Specifically,
the LiO2 peak diminished as the Li2O2 peak rose, indicating that disproportionation of
superoxide (reaction 1.5c) can occur spontaneously at open-circuit. Thismay be facilitated
by surface diffusion, but another study by Black et al. showed that precipitation of Li2O2
from solution is indeed possible when LiO2 is formed by a chemical means, indicating
that LiO2 has some limited solubility in the solvent used (TEGDME).
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Considering the evidence for LiO2 solubility, a two-step solution-phase mechanism
for Li2O2 growth may be proposed. First, LiO2 forms through a faradaic reaction, where
O2 and Li
+ are reduced by one electron. Afterwards, LiO2 may freely diffuse until it
encounters another LiO2 molecule, either in solution or adsorbed on the surface of the
cathode or a Li2O2 particle, disproportionating to form Li2O2. Figure 3.1 illustrates this
mechanism. This mechanism depends on the surfaces of Li2O2 particles having a greater
affinity for LiO2 than carbon surfaces do. According to DFT calculations, the adsorption
of LiO2 on Li2O2 may be thermodynamically favorable, since the lowest energy surface of
Li2O2 is oxygen-rich, closer in stoichiometry to LiO2 than it is to Li2O2.
61 Furthermore,
formation of LiO2 occurs through two steps in quick succession, where the first step—
reduction of O2 to O2
– (eq 1.5a)—is known to occur by an outer sphere electron transfer,66
and the second step—reaction with Li+ ions (eq 1.5b)—quickly acts to stabilize the O2
– .20
This means LiO2 is already in a freely diffusing state upon formation.
The possibility of solution-mediated growth continued to be a subject of debate. While
some research groups have consistently seen large toroid-shaped particles of Li2O2 in
the cathode indicative of solution-mediated growth,37,38,50,57,67 others have only seen flat,
conformal layers.42,68 Johnson et al. attributed these different observations to differences
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Carbon
Li2O2 (a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Proposed mechanism of solution-mediated growth of Li2O2. (a) Faradaic
step, involving reduction of an oxygen molecule with one electron and
one lithium ion to form lithium superoxide. (b) Two lithium superox-
ide molecules combine and disproportionate at the surface of a lithium
peroxide particle, releasing an oxygen molecule back into the solution.
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in electrolyte solvents by showing that better LiO2 solubility enables the large toroid-
shaped particles of Li2O2 to grow.
69 Thus, it is necessary to show that the cells used in
the experiments described here follow a solution-mediated Li2O2 growth mechanism, as
indicated by their particle morphology.
3.2 Discharge Experiments
In this work, we study the electrochemical processes in the Li–O2 battery cathode using
a combination of experiments and theory. In particular, we show that a mathematical
analysis for the Li–O2 battery cathode in which Li2O2 nucleates and grows as discrete
nanosized particles provides a more straightforward explanation for the shape of the dis-
charge curve. We find that the saturation of the cathode surface leads to the characteristic
drop in voltage at the end of galvanostatic discharge as observed in numerous experiments.
Despite its relative simplicity, the proposed model for the Li–O2 battery cathode provides
a near-quantitative description of the empirically observed discharge curves and gives
guidance for designing novel electrodes and electrolytes for improving Li–O2 battery
performance.
The analysis described here require that the mechanisms proposed in the model
accurately represent the experiments and vice versa. Therefore, we fabricated Li–O2 cells
with special care to minimize variations in cell construction. Details of the approach and
of the testingmethods employed in the study are described in Appendix A. Briefly, CR2032
coin cells were constructed with lithium foil as the anode, 1M LiCF3SO3 in tetraethylene
glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME) as the electrolyte, and a cathode consisting of Super P
carbon and 10% polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) binder. Water concentration in the
electrolyte was confirmed to be <10 ppm with Karl Fischer titration. The cells were
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discharged at constant current densities from 10 μA cm−2 to 100 μA cm−2 (normalized to
geometric cathode area) within a shared, hermetically sealed oxygen chamber to ensure
any impurity levels are consistent between cells. It is known that variations in cathode
weight and electrolyte wetting can lead to inconsistent current density, and variations in
temperature,70 trace water,71,72 and trace carbon dioxide73 can lead to significant changes
in specific capacity. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the discharged cathodes confirmed
that Li2O2 was formed without any significant side products (Figure B.2).
Figure 3.2 shows post-discharge SEM images with the corresponding voltage profiles
as a function of discharge capacity. Throughout the range of current densities used, the
particles maintained a toroidal morphology, which is indicative of a solution-mediated
growth mechanism. At least three consistent trends are apparent from the experimental
results. First, increasing the discharge current density resulted in smaller Li2O2 particles,
from ∼270 nm at 10 μA cm−2 to ∼180 nm at 100 μA cm−2. Second, although the particle
size decreases, the number of particles increases. This maintains the appearance of a fully
covered cathode at all current densities. Third, increasing the current density causes a
significant reduction of the final discharge capacity. This inverse relationship between the
current density and capacity was previously abscribed to Ohmic polaron charge transport,
in which the capacity is inversely proportional to the current density.64 However, this
functional relationship was found to significantly diverge from the capacities from our
cell discharge experiments, as shown in Figure 3.4b. It is likely that the non-uniform
deposition of Li2O2 on Super P carbon led to this discrepancy, since inverse proportionality
is simply a corollary of Ohm’s law, which requires that the Li2O2 deposits as a uniform
film as it does on glassy carbon. Thus, non-uniform nucleation and growth was used as
the basis for the model described in this work.
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Figure 3.2: SEM images of discharged cathodes and corresponding voltage profiles of
cells discharged at (a) 10 μA cm−2, (b) 40 μA cm−2, and (c) 100 μA cm−2.
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3.3 Model Development
The goal of the nucleation and growth model is to establish a mathematical connection
between the non-uniform growth of Li2O2 and the voltage curves obtained from galvano-
static discharge tests. Previous models based on Li2O2 resistivity assume Li2O2 grows as a
uniform layer on the cathode surface,42,43,64 which is not representative of most discharge
experiments of cells with high surface area carbon cathodes. With non-uniform growth,
the resistivity of Li2O2 is expected to become significant only at the final stages of dis-
charge, when the cathode is completely covered with Li2O2. At the very initial stages of
discharge, the conditions leading to the initial development of a non-uniform Li2O2 layer
were previously studied by Bazant et al.74 Using a nanoscale continuum model for the
initial stages of Li2O2 growth, they found that particle formation is preferred at low current
density while film-like growth is preferred at high current density, which is qualitatively
consistent with post-discharge SEM images. However, nucleation of particles can occur
throughout the discharge process, and there has yet to be a goodmathematical description
for their growth. We develop a model that not only predicts these outcomes based on
Li2O2 nucleation and growth, but does so to a quantitative degree, by combining theories
from electrochemistry and phase transformation kinetics.
3.3.1 Overpotential of a Partially Passivated Cathode
Webegin by considering the primary reason why uniform-growthmodels fail at predicting
the discharge curves and capacities of experimental Li–O2 cells that exhibit non-uniform
Li2O2 growth. The voltage drop through a uniform layer of Li2O2 is well-represented by
Ohm’s law, which states that the electrical resistance is proportional to the layer’s thickness.
For a non-uniform layer, however, the local resistance changes with position. Calculating
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Li2O2
Carbon
electrolyte
carbon
Figure 3.3: Parallel circuit analogy for a partially discharged cathode. Rω is the Ohmic
resistance through the Li2O2 bulk, while Rk1 and Rk2 are kinetic resistances
on the uncovered carbon and Li2O2 surfaces, respectively. If the bulk
Li2O2 resistance is assumed to be infinite, the overall resistance becomes
equal to Rk1.
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the voltage drop through this non-uniform layer is not straightforward, as it involves
a vast grid of local resistances in parallel. To simplify this calculation, we assume that
Li2O2 resistivity is so high, that electron transport through the particles is negligible. Thus,
electron transport only occurs on parts of the cathode surface not yet covered by Li2O2.
This could once again be illustrated as a parallel circuit, shown in Figure 3.3, where one
branch goes through the Li2O2 bulk while the other goes through an uncovered part of
the cathode. If the bulk Li2O2 resistance is assumed to be infinite, the overall resistance
becomes equal to the kinetic resistance through the uncovered part of the carbon surface.
The kinetic overpotential, in turn, may then be written using a modified Tafel equation,
η =
kBT
e0α
ln(
i
i0
⋅
1
1 − θ
) (3.1)
where θ is the fraction of the cathode surface covered by Li2O2. A key consequence of
a non-uniform Li2O2 layer is that the overpotential is dependent on surface coverage
rather than Li2O2 layer thickness. The coverage increases as the cell is discharged, which
effectively squeezes the total current through a progressively decreasing area. Upon
approaching complete coverage (θ → 1), the overpotential in eq 3.1 tends towards infinity.
Obtaining a discharge curve that reflects these physics is therefore a possible from a
detailed model for the nucleation and growth of Li2O2 that allows the coverage to be
determined as a function of time.
3.3.2 Nucleation and Growth Rates
Given that the overpotential increases dramatically as the coverage approaches unity, it can
be reasoned that the discharge capacity is determined by howmuch Li2O2 can be produced
before it covers the entire cathode surface. From Figure 3.2, we know that that the number
of Li2O2 particles increases with current density, but the particle size and capacity both
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of model, showing the effect of current density on nucleation
rate and the final amount of Li2O2 deposited.
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decrease. To envision how these effects are related, Figure 3.4 compares two hypothetical
cathode surfaces, where one has a higher nucleation rate as a result of being subjected
to higher current density. In the high current density case, crowding due to the greater
number of nuclei reduces the final size of the Li2O2 particles. Consequently, less Li2O2 is
deposited, despite having the same amount of surface area as the low current density case.
The final amount of Li2O2 deposited is directly proportional to cell’s discharge capacity.
Simulating the rate of nucleation is therefore an essential part of determining the capacity.
The atomistic theory of electrolytic nucleation, originally developed by Milchev et
al.,75 was adapted to model the Li2O2 nucleation kinetics. For a single-step nucleation
process where direct deposition of the nucleating species is stable (i.e. a critical nucleus
size of zero), the nucleation rate may be written in the form
J = J0 exp(
αe0η0
kBT
) (3.2)
Li2O2 formation, however, is known to follow a two-step reaction in which the first step is
the reduction of oxygen to form LiO2. Extending eq 3.2 to a two-step process requires an
additional multiplicative term by which the concentration of LiO2 is scaled. Furthermore,
two LiO2 molecules are required to form a Li2O2 nucleus, so an appropriate scaling must
be included. These changes considered, the nucleation rate of Li2O2 becomes
J = J0 exp(
2α′e0η0
kBT
) exp(
αe0η
kBT
)(1 − θ) (3.3)
The first exponential term represents the effect of overpotential on the rate of adsorption
of LiO2 molecules. A factor of 2 indicates that two LiO2 molcules are needed to form a
Li2O2 nucleus. α
′ is the nucleation rate analog of the charge transfer coefficient, which will
be determined empirically by fitting the model to a series of discharge curves. η0 is used as
the effective overpotential experienced by LiO2 from the diffuse layer, which is equal to the
overpotential at the beginning of discharge. This is rationalized by the fact that molecular
drift of species towards the cathode surface is constant for galvanostatic discharge. The
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second exponential is identical to the Tafel equation, which governs the formation of LiO2
molecules. α can be determined experimentally from the overpotential as a function of
current density, and η is the total cathodic overpotential. e0, kB, and T are the electron
charge, Boltzmann constant, and temperature, respectively. The pre-exponential constant,
J0, is the background rate of attachment and detachment, which can be seen as the analog
to the exchange current density in the Tafel equation. This constant is given by
J0 = K+0cO2N0 exp(−
U0
kT
) (3.4)
where K+0 is a frequency factor, cO2 is the concentration of oxygen in the electrolyte, N0 is
the surface concentration of active sites, and U0 is the energy barrier to attachment.
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An important feature of this model is that the growth of Li2O2 particles is not restricted
by their size, even though Li2O2 is a bulk ideal insulator. This is a direct consequence of
LiO2 solubility. Disproportionation of LiO2 to Li2O2 is non-Faradaic, which allows the
Li2O2 particles to grow by precipitation from solution. Indeed, while both O2
– and LiO2
have been observed to have some degree of solubility in stable electrolytes,28,76 dispropor-
tionation of LiO2 to Li2O2 was measured by cyclic voltammetry at room temperature to
have a half life of 4minutes,20 which is well within the time scales assessed in our discharge
experiments. Given the large size of the Li2O2 particles, one would expect precipitation
on existing Li2O2 particle surfaces to contribute more towards the observed discharge
capacity than precipitation on the cathode surface. Although other works may use the
term “nucleation” to refer to any type of precipitation, we adopt a more specific nomen-
clature in this work: “nucleation” refers only to Li2O2–on–cathode precipitation, which
creates new particles, while “growth” refers to Li2O2–on–Li2O2 precipitation, which en-
larges existing particles. Unlike the nucleation rate, which depends mainly on the cathode
potential as described by eq 3.3, the growth rate depends mainly on O2
– supersaturation
and the surface energy of the Li2O2 particles. During galvanostatic discharge, the O2
–
concentration reaches a steady state. Thus, the growth rate can be modeled by a constant
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flux of Li2O2 at the electrolyte-facing surfaces of the Li2O2 particles. For simplicity, the
particle shape is here taken to be hemispherical and all particles are assumed to grow at
the same radial growth rate. In principle, this model does not rely on the specific shape
of the Li2O2 particles, as long as the shape remains self-similar as it grows. The constant
growth rate assumption follows from the fact that the radial growth rate for a fixed amount
of Li2O2 precipitate scales with 1/r
2, where r is the particle radius, while the amount of
Li2O2 precipitated at a particle scales with r
2 due to the larger exposed surface area.
Under these assumptions, the Li2O2 growth rate can be derived from a simple con-
servation of current for a set of non-overlapping particles. However, as the coverage
increases, the growth fronts begin to overlap. To account for overlap, Kolmogorov’s phase
transformation theory was used to relate the real volume to the “extended” volume, or the
hypothetical volume of transformed material if the growth fronts did not overlap.77 In
differential form, this relationship is
dVex
dt
=
1
1 − V/Vmax
dV
dt
(3.5)
where Vex is the extended volume, Vmax is the maximum volume defined by the system
boundaries, and V is the real volume. The extended volumetric growth rate dVex/dt is
given by the sum of each individual particle’s extended growth rate, which is simply the
particle surface area multiplied by the radial growth rate. Since the maximum volume is
defined by the surface area of the cathode, the volume fraction V/Vmax can be approxi-
mated by the surface coverage θ. The real volumetric growth rate is simply derived from
the conservation of current, where every two electrons correspond to one formula unit
of Li2O2. Applying these relationships to eq 3.5, we arrive at an equation for the radial
growth rate,
dr
dt
=
1
1 − θ
i
2F
(
M
ρ
)
Li2O2
1
2π∑
k
njr
2
j
(3.6)
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whereM and ρ are themolecular weight and density of Li2O2, respectively, rj is a particular
radius, and nj is the number of particles with that radius.
To complete the analysis, we need to derive an expression for the coverage. The
2D version of Kolmogrov’s phase transformation theory is sufficient for our purposes:
θ = 1−exp(−θex), where the extended coverage is the sum of the basal areas of all particles.
The coverage is therefore given by
θ = 1 − exp(−
π
A
∑
j
njr
2
j) (3.7)
where A is the cathode surface area. Eqs 3.1, 3.3, 3.6, and 3.7 can now be solved together
numerically to simulate discharge curves. While Bazant et al.’s model can theoretically be
used to estimate an initial nuclei density,74 we considered it more reliable to obtain this
value empirically because defects and impurities in the carbon cathode itself can possibly
influence the initial state of discharge. In fact, DFT studies show that a defect site can have
a Li2O2 binding energy 0.64 eV stronger than that of a perfect-graphene region,
58 which
is larger than the overpotentials measured in this study. Thus, the initial nuclei density
is expected to be independent of the discharge current density, and is best estimated by
partially discharging the cell at a low current density to distinguish the initial nuclei (at
t = 0) from the progressively formed nuclei (at t > 0). The initial nuclei density was
estimated to be 2.9 nuclei μm−2 from SEM imaging of a cathode partially discharged at
2.5 μA cm−2 (Figure B.3).
3.3.3 Simulation Technique
Eqs 3.1, 3.3, 3.6, and 3.7 are integrated numerically with time to simulate the nucleation
and growth of Li2O2 and the resulting discharge curve. However, a straightforward
implementation would be inefficient and inaccurate. First, keeping track of every particle
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radius at every point in time requires a memory complexity of O(n2). Second, explicit
numerical integration methods are not suitable for simulating the growth of the particles
because the radial growth rate diverges at the very beginning of the simulation, when
the total particle surface area is low. The techniques described here solves both of these
challenges, allowing for a robust numerical simulation.
The memory complexity of the simulation can be reduced by considering that the
radial growth rate of a particle at a given point in time is invariant of its size if the flux of
LiO2 is assumed to be constant on all Li2O2 surfaces. For an array of discrete timesteps,
tk, and an accompanying equal-length array denoting the number of particles nucleated at
that time step, nj, the particle radii at each time step may be stored in a two-dimensional
array, rjk, as all the particles that have nucleated in a particular time step are expected to
share the same radius:
tk [ t1 t2 t3 ⋯ tN ] nj
rjk
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
r11 r12 r13 ⋯ r1N
r22 r23 ⋯ r2N
r33 ⋯ r3N
⋱ ⋮
rNN
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
n1
n2
n3
⋮
nN
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦
(3.8)
Applying the constant-flux assumption, the radial growth rate is the same for each time
step for all particles, regardless of when they were nucleated, i.e.
ΔrN = r1,N+1 − r1,N = r2,N+1 − r2,N = ⋯ = rN ,N+1 − rN ,N (3.9)
It then follows that all radii can be derived from the radius of the particles that nucleated
at the first time step. Specifically,
rjk = r1j − r1k (3.10)
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which effectively reduces the memory complexity of the simulation from O(n2) to O(n),
as only the first row of the matrix is required.
The second challenge is addressed by performing a segmented integration of the
growth rate. First, the differential equation, eq 3.6, was discretized with respect to the
time steps:
drk
dtk
=
1
1 − θ
i
2F
(
M
ρ
)
Li2O2
1
2π∑k
j=1
njr
2
jk
(3.11)
Applying the relationship in eq 3.10 and integrating over the interval tk ∈ [tN , tN+1], we
arrive at
N
∑
j=1
nj
⎛⎜⎜
⎝
1
3r
3
1,N+1 − r
2
1,N+1r1,j + r1,N+1r
2
1,j
− 13r
3
1,N + r
2
1,N r1,j − r1,N r
2
1,j
⎞⎟⎟
⎠
=
1
1 − θ
i
2F
(
M
ρ
)
Li2O2
(tN+1 − tN) (3.12)
The only unknown variable in eq 3.12 is r1,N+1, allowing it to be solved numerically with
the Newton-Raphson method.
The remaining eqs 3.1, 3.3, and 3.7 are discretized as eqs 3.13, 3.14, and 3.15and solved
iteratively using the scheme shown in Figure 3.5.
ηk =
kBT
e0α
ln(
i
i0
⋅
1
1 − θk
) (3.13)
Jk = J0 exp(
2α′e0η0
kBT
) exp(
αe0η
kBT
)(1 − θk) (3.14)
θk = 1 − exp(−
π
A
k
∑
j=1
nj(r1j − r1k)
2) (3.15)
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Calculate Overpotential (ηk)
Grow Particles (rjk)
Nucleate Particles (nj=k)
Update Coverage (θk)
Update time
tk+1 = tk + Δt
Figure 3.5: Flowchart of nucleation and growth simulation.
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3.4 Analysis and Discussion
Figure 3.6a compares the simulated discharge curves obtained from the theoretical analy-
sis to those obtained from experiments. It is apparent that the model predictions are in
remarkably good accord with the experimental discharge curves. The three model param-
eters, α, α′, and J0, provide important insights about the cathode processes. The overall
charge transfer coefficient, α, can be determined independently from an iR-corrected
Tafel plot of the onset potentials (Figure B.5), as it is independent of the discharge curves.
The quantity J0 exp(2α
′e0η0/kT) was treated as an adjustable variable for each current
density. α′ and J0 can then be determined by linear regression, as shown in Figure 3.6b.
To verify the robustness of the model, we compare its predictions with experimental
results reported by Nazar et al. in Figure B.4.50 These experiments covered the same
range of current densities used in our studies, but employed a different cathode material
(XC-72/Nafion composite) and used LiTFSI as the electrolyte salt. It is apparent from the
figure that the model predictions are once again in good accord with the experimentally
measured discharge curves. The parameter values employed in both sets of experiments
are summarized in Table 3.1.
Comparison of the parameters in Table 3.1 reveals an interesting result. In particular
it is seen that α′ is essentially the same for the two experiments, despite the very dif-
ferent cathode materials employed in our study and in the earlier study by Nazar and
co-workers. The electrolyte solvent, however, is identical, which suggests that the major
energy barrier to LiO2 adsorption is the removal of the solvation shell. A more detailed
study of the energy barrier to adsorption is described in the following chapter. In contrast,
J0 is almost two orders of magnitude greater for the cells made with XC-72 than for those
made with Super P. J0 is a product of several factors, as defined in eq 3.4. However, it is
unlikely that differences in oxygen concentration (cO2) or the attachment frequency factor
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Figure 3.6: (a) Simulated (lines) and experimental (symbols) discharge curves for a
Li–O2 cell with Super P cathode. (b) Plot to obtain J0 and α
′.
Parameter Value Units Description
Super P XC-72
J0 1.5 × 10
7 8.0 × 108 m−2 s−1 Frequency of nuclei formation and dis-
integration at zero overpotential.†
α′ 0.407 0.415 —— Charge transfer coefficient of superox-
ide adsorption.†
α 0.656 0.496 —— Charge transfer coefficient of O2 +
e− → O2
−.‡
Table 3.1: Atomistic nucleation model parameters.
†From discharge curve fits.
‡From Tafel analysis of onset potentials.
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(K+0) contributed significantly to the change in J0 because both cell types used the same
electrolyte solvent with the same salt concentration and were tested under similar O2
pressures. The remaining factors—active site density (N0) and nucleation energy barrier
(U0)—depend primarily on the cathode material. XC-72 has a lower pH than Super P,
which is an indication of a higher number of carboxylic acid functional groups. DFT
calculations show that oxygen defect sites have a stronger binding interaction than a defect-
free graphene surface.58 Thus, the extra functional groups on XC-72 may act as active
nucleation sites to increase N0. Additionally, XC-72 is more hydrophillic than Super P,
with a contact angle of 82∘ versus 95∘.78,79 This can lead to a higher surface concentration
of Li+ ions to stabilize the O2
– upon formation, corresponding to a reduction in U0. Both
an increased N0 and a decreased U0 result in a higher J0 and a higher rate of nucleation.
In addition to capturing the discharge profile in Li–O2 cells with high-surface-area
carbon, the model also directly links the Li2O2 growth to the cell voltage and usable capac-
ity. Figure 3.7 compares the discharge curve to the simulated coverage and reveals that the
characteristic sharp drop in voltage occurs immediately before the cathode becomes com-
pletely covered by Li2O2. Despite the steepness of the voltage drop, the surface coverage
increases almost linearly as a function of capacity. This observation can be contrasted with
previous results from uniform growth models, which are unable to replicate this sharp
voltage drop seen in experiments. Thus, heterogeneous Li2O2 growth is evidently a key
aspect of the Li–O2 cell that cannot be omitted when modeling its performance. Instead
of having the capacity limited by the thickness of the Li2O2 layer, a cell simulated by this
model is effectively limited by the surface coverage on the cathode. When compared to a
fit to Ohmic resistance through a uniform layer, the non-uniform growth model predicts
the capacity as a function of current density much more closely, as shown in Figure 3.8.
Since all Li2O2 particle sizes are tracked within the simulation, particle size distribu-
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Figure 3.7: Cathode surface coverage (—) compared with cell voltage (– –) as a func-
tion of capacity discharged. (Example shown is i = 10 μA cm−2.)
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Figure 3.9: (a) Simulated Li2O2 particle size distributions. (b) Comparison of experi-
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may be due to a difference in contact angle (θc ∼ 154°).
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tions can be found as a function of discharge current density. The predicted distributions,
shown in Figure 3.9a, show a familiar trend seen in the SEM images: as the current
density increases, the size of the particles decreases as the number of particles increases.
However, the sizes appear to be systematically lower than those seen in the SEM images.
Biased sampling may have affected the measurements in the SEM images, since larger
particles tend to dominate and obscure smaller particles from view. Thus, a better com-
parison may be made with the upper end of the predicted particle size distribution, which
corresponds to the particles that nucleated at the start of the simulation. Figure 3.9b
compares these diameters to their experimental counterparts from SEM images. Since
Li2O2 particles are toroidal in shape, the experimentally-determined diameters are taken
to be the average of the major and minor axes. Scaling the model-predicted diameters
by a constant multiplicative factor of 2.3 brings them within the experimental values,
which suggest that a difference in contact angle may be at play. Eqs 3.6 and 3.7 assume the
particles are hemispherical, meaning the ratio of the particle radius to the base radius is
one. In general, this ratio is a function of the contact angle (θc), where
rparticle
rbase
= csc−1 θc (3.16)
From this relationship, a scaling factor of 2.3 would correspond to a contact angle of
θc ∼ 154°, which is reasonable based on the amount of curvature visible in SEM images.
Although the large particles dominate the view in the end-of-discharge SEM images,
themodel predicts that the capacity is contained throughout the entire size distribution. To
obtain a better look at the experimental particle size distribution, coin cells were stopped at
various depths of discharge and imaged ex situ such that the progression of Li2O2 particle
morphology is visible. The images, shown in Figure 3.10, reveal that nucleation and growth
occurs in two stages. First, a small burst of Li2O2 particles nucleate at the onset of discharge
and grow without much additional nucleation activity. This is shown in Figure 3.10b by
the presence of uniformly sized Li2O2 particles. About 30% into discharge, smaller Li2O2
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particles develop as progressive nucleation commences. This is seen in Figures 3.10c-f,
where smaller and less uniformily-sized particles coexist with the larger ones. Particles of
all sizes continue to grow, but the large particles that nucleated at the onset of discharge
dominate the image towards the end of discharge in Figure 3.10f. Given the uniform
size distribution of the large particles, defects or impurities on the cathode were likely
to have driven the onset nucleation event. This observation points to cathode-seeding
as a possible strategy for extending capacity. Impurities, if added in modest amounts,
can enhance the nucleation at the onset of discharge, therefore promoting the growth
of larger Li2O2 clusters over those progressively nucleated later in the discharge process.
One such cathode design has been reported in the literature in which silver nanoclusters
are employed as preferred nucleation sites.80 The authors found that this simultaneously
increased discharge capacity and the size of the Li2O2 particles at the end of discharge.
Addition of electrochemically inert silica nanoparticles may be expected to play a similar
role in altering the size of Li2O2 particles and discharge capacity of Li–O2 cells.
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Cathode seeding to increase discharge capacity is just one of several recent trends in
the Li–O2 field focused on increasing the cell discharge capacity to approach theoretical
values. Most of these approaches appear to follow a familiar trial-and-error strategy with
no apparent basis in the underlying relationship between Li2O2 deposition and cell capacity.
For example, “hierarchical” cathode designs,82–84 cathode surface treatments,67,85 and use
of high donor number solvents have all been advocated for improving cell capacity.69
Significantly, the proposedmodel provides a unified framework that can explain all of these
seemingly different approaches under one general strategy: prevent complete coverage
of the cathode by Li2O2. Hierarchical cathode designs, for example, appear to achieve
this function by altering the nucleation or growth of Li2O2 in such a way that it delays
the coverage of the carbon surface. For example, in the nanoparticle-seeded cathodes
described earlier, Li2O2 prefers to nucleate around the nanoparticles rather than directly
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on the carbon surface, which delays the passivation of the carbon and allows the Li2O2
to grow larger. This strategy can even be extended by designing a cathode in which
Li2O2 nucleates and grows on non-conductive surfaces away from the location of charge
transfer. In one such implementation using NiCo2O4 nanowires, the Li2O2 particles grew
as large as 1 μm in diameter on the tips of the nanowires while leaving the carbon surface
uncovered.82 This cathode design strategy should be further explored, as it theoretically
decouples the limiting effect of Li2O2 coverage from the nucleation and growth process.
Cathode surface treatments have also been demonstrated to enhance the capacity of the
Li–O2 cell. For example, activated carbon cathodes treated with long-chain hydrophobic
groups demonstrated a five fold increase in capacity relative to the untreated carbon.85
The hydrophobic groups were attached by a condensation reaction with the –OH defects,
presumably deactivating them as nucleation centers. Similarly, another surface treatment
that selectively targets the defect sites on the carbon is the atomic layer deposition (ALD)
of Al2O3.
67 The Li2O2 particle diameter after discharge was found to increase from just
200 nm in the untreated case to 1 μm in the treated case. Both treatment techniques work
by covering defect sites that would have otherwise acted as active sites for nucleation. In
our model, this means N0 was decreased, which lowers the rate of nucleation and allows
for a larger capacity.
Since the general strategy for improving capacity is to hinder nucleation of new Li2O2
particles, a preferred electrolyte should solvate the LiO2 precursor well. Bruce et al. found
that high donor number (DN) solvents work better in keeping LiO2 in solution, specifically
due to their ability to solvate the Li+ ions.69 Furthermore, the authors showed that a cell
using a high DN solvent such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) results in both larger Li2O2
particles and higher discharge capacity than a cell using a low donor number solvent such
as DME. The high DN solvents decrease the free energy of the solvated state, which leads
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to an increase in the energy barrier of nucleation, U0. As a consequence, fewer nucleation
events happen, and larger Li2O2 particles are allowed to grow. The solvent’s effect on Li2O2
nucleation is therefore an important criterion to consider, along with the usual criteria of
stability, when seeking an optimal solvent for the Li–O2 cell.
All of the approaches recommended by the proposed model favor the growth of
larger Li2O2 particles. However, this can pose a problem during recharge because the
particle sizes are much larger what is accessible with electron conduction or tunneling.
Therefore, direct oxidation of Li2O2 by charge transfer from the cathode surface is unlikely
to thoroughly decompose all of the Li2O2 accumulated during discharge. To obtain
Li–O2 cells that simultaneously exhibit high discharge capacity and rechargeability, it is
essential that the inside-out process that occurs during Li2O2 growth is complemented by
an outside-in mechanism for depleting the accumulated Li2O2 discharge product at the
cathode during cell recharge. Soluble redox mediators such as those proposed by Bruce
and co-workers appear to be superior among current options for overcoming this hurdle.
By transferring charge across the electrolyte to the otherwise inaccessible Li2O2 surfaces,
redox mediators such as tetrathiafulvalene86 and iodide87 have already been reported
to assist the charging of the Li–O2 cell. Oxidation of the redox mediator can occur on
the uncovered surface area of the cathode as long as the cell has not been discharged to
complete coverage. A serious problemwith this approach is that redoxmediators dissolved
in the electrolyte will diffuse to the lithium metal anode and react. Use of a intercalated
cathodes, such as LiFePO4, in place of Li and a solid Li
+ -conducting separator have both
been shown to be effective in preventing crossover.86,87 However, more approaches along
these lines are needed in order to take complete advantage of the guidance provided by
the proposed model for improving Li–O2 cell performance.
As with any theoretical model, the one proposed here is expected to work within
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certain constraints. To our knowledge, themodelmost accurately reproduces experimental
discharge curves at low current density (< 0.1mA cm−2) and with negligible side product
formation. However, increasing the usable current density of the Li–O2 cell is an active
topic of research because the typical current density of a Li–O2 cell is still an order of
magnitude less than that of a lithium-ion cell. The proposed model may begin to diverge
at higher current densities and overpotentials, where a surface reduction mechanism of
Li2O2 formation, LiO2 + Li
+ + e− → Li2O2, can become significant.
20 This would lead to
a higher rate of nucleation than expected from the model. If this is the case, a second term
can be added to eq 3.3 such that the nucleation rate becomes the sum of the contributions
from the disproportionation mechanism and the surface reduction mechanism. The
model also ignores the effect of slow oxygen diffusion, which can impose a concentration
overpotential at high current density. A rough calculation for a TEGDME electrolyte,
using an O2 solubility of 4.4mM,
44 a diffusion coefficient of 2.2 × 10−6 cm2 s−1,49 and
assuming an electrode thickness of 10 μm, estimates the limiting current due to oxygen
transport as 0.9 μA cm−2, which is nine times the highest current density used in this
study.
Charge transport across Li2O2 was assumed to contribute a negligible amount to the ca-
pacity under the reported experimental conditions. However, Li2O2 conductivity becomes
important at either high current densities, in which the Li2O2 growth is more uniform,
or elevated temperatures, in which Li2O2 conductivity increases due to a higher polaron
concentration. A study by Tan et al. showed that increasing the temperature results in a an
increase in Li2O2 particle density, a decrease in Li2O2 particle size, as well as an increase
in discharge capacity.88 Under the proposed model alone, the increased discharge capacity
seems contradictory. The morphological trends are correctly predicted by an increase in
J0 according to eq 3.4, which leads to a higher rate of nucleation. However, the model
would predict a decrease in capacity due to the faster saturation of the cathode surface.
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We propose that this discrepancy arises from an increase in Li2O2 conductivity, which
allows the Li2O2 layer to grow perpendicularly from the cathode surface past the point of
surface saturation. Indeed, a study by Das et al. using an ionic-liquid electrolyte, which
leads to conformal layers of Li2O2, was found to simultaneously increase the discharge
capacity and the thickness of the Li2O2 layer.
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Finally, minimizing side reactions is an ongoing challenge of the Li–O2 cell. Although
XRDmeasurements (Figure B.2) show no significant side products after a single discharge,
side products can accumulate after several cycles.89 The type of deviations from the
discharge curve predicted by this model will depend on the particular side reactions. If
the side reactions reduce the active surface area for charge transfer, either by the formation
of irreversibly passivating side products or by the decomposition of conductive bridges
within the cathode, the effect on the discharge curve will be similar to that caused by an
increase in current density. Side reactions can also manifest as an increase in the transport
overpotential if the electrolyte decomposes, if the electrolyte accumulates side products,
or if the lithium anode undergoes side reactions. Using this model in future studies to
analyze extensively cycled cells can help identify which types of side reactions are most
significant.
In summary, we have employed a combination of experiment and theory to study a
model for the nucleation and growth of Li2O2 in the Li–O2 cathode. Using a combination
of the atomistic nucleation theory and Kolmogorov’s phase transformation theory, the
proposed model is shown to provide an excellent description of the discharge profile
obtained experimentally for Li–O2 cells at low current density. The characteristic sharp
voltage drop at the end of the discharge curve is shown to be caused by an increased kinetic
overpotential due to Li2O2 covering up the available surface area for LiO2 intermediate
formation, rather than an ohmic overpotential due to electron transfer through the Li2O2
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itself. This view is consistent with the current understanding of the Li2O2 formation
mechanism as determined by experiments. Our analysis also highlights the importance of
preventing surface nucleation of Li2O2 as a unified strategy for increasing Li–O2 discharge
capacity. Hierarchical cathode designs, surface treatments, and high DN electrolyte
solvents are amongst the techniques that fall under this general strategy according to our
model. As fundamental knowledge of the Li–O2 battery improves, models such as that
proposed on the current work become essential in identifying meaningful strategies such
that we can efficiently direct our experimental efforts toward them.
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CHAPTER 4
STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE CAPACITY
An overall strategy for improving capacity as suggested by the model introduced in
Chapter 3 is to nucleate fewer particles on the cathode surface. The methods suggested
in the literature generally accomplish this by a thermodynamic means. For example,
high donor number solvents,69 high acceptor number electrolyte additives,72 and cathode
surface treatments67,85 all act by making the solvated state more energetically favorable
relative to the surface-adsorbed state. However, the thermodynamic equilibrium still
needs to be balanced in favor of Li2O2 formation for a practical Li–O2 cell. Therefore, one
should expect kinetic methods of slowing down nucleation to work just as well.
This chapter explores two potential methods for improving cell capacity by kinetically
slowing down Li2O2 nucleation. First, the origins of the energy barrier to LiO2 deposition
on a carbon electrode is studied with molecular dynamics. This study was inspired by the
observation that cells with TEGDME as an electrolyte solvent produces high capacities,
despite its relatively low donor number. We find that TEGDMEmolecules chelate with
adsorbed lithium ions on the cathode surface, essentially creating a barrier of adsorbed
solvent molecules in which O2
– must penetrate in order to adsorb and react. Second, the
effects of an open cathode structure on discharge capacity are studied both experimentally
with vapor grown carbon fiber (VGCF) cathodes and theoretically. It was found that an
open cathode structure in which LiO2 is able to freely diffuse into the electrolyte bulk can
limit the nucleation rate by slowing the accumulation of LiO2. As a result, increasing the
discharge current density has a less negative impact on discharge capacity of cells that use
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VGCF cathodes, in comparison to those that use Super P carbon.
4.1 Kinetic Barrier to LiO2 Deposition
Themotivation for this work stems from the large variations in Li–O2 cell capacity that
can be achieved by changing the electrolyte. Specifically, the solvents that are expected
to be good solvents of the LiO2 intermediate have been shown to extend the discharge
curve to higher capacity.69 The current hypothesis is that good solvents reduce the rate
of LiO2 deposition on the cathode surface, therefore allowing larger particles of Li2O2 to
grow, resulting in a higher capacity. Besides thermodynamic correlations, little is known
about the mechanism in which the solvent influences the rate of nucleation. Our goal is
to provide more detailed insight by simulating the LiO2 deposition process at a molecular
level and calculating the free energy barriers associated with it.
We consider two open questions regarding the relationship between the electrolyte
solvent and the kinetics of LiO2 deposition in the Li–O2 battery cathode using a series
of potential of mean force (PMF) calculations. First, the ability of tetraethylene glycol
dimethyl ether (TEGDME) to solvate LiO2 was investigated, because it exhibits the quali-
ties of a good solvent for LiO2 but has a low donor number. The calculated PMF showed
a symmetric energy barrier between the unsolvated and solvated states, indicating that
neither is significantly favored over the other. TEGDME was found to solvate LiO2 by
coordinating its oxygen atoms around the Li+ ion, consistent with other simulations in
the literature, which suggest a coordination number of 3–4 per TEGDME molecule.90,91
Second, the origin of the energy barrier for LiO2 deposition was investigated. It was found
that the energy barrier for deposition on graphene is only 0.74 kcalmol−1. However, ap-
plying a small − 16e per carbon charge to the cathode surface increased this energy barrier
to 2.29 kcalmol−1. This increase is accompanied by the appearance of an immobilized
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layer of solvent molecules that are tightly coordinated with the Li+ ions adsorbed on the
cathode surface.
4.1.1 Simulation Methods
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed using LAMMPS*.92 The initial states of
the simulations were prepared in stages. A tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME)
molecule was created and geometrically optimized in Avogadro.93 The hydrogen atoms
were deleted in place to create a united-atom representation of the molecule, and the
atomic coordinates were fed into PackMol to fill a 40Å cubic simulation box.94 The scikit-
nano Python toolkit was used to generate a 1 nm by 1 nm graphene bilayer to represent
the cathode surface. The atomic coordinates of the graphene, lithium ions, and superoxide
were manually appended, and any solvent molecules that overlapped within 1.9Å of the
non-solvent molecules were deleted.
The OPLS force field was used for the simulations, with united-atom (OPLS-UA)
parameters for the TEGDME atoms and all-atom (OPLS-AA) parameters for the other
atoms. Parameter values were borrowed from those distributed in TINKER, with a
few exceptions. Lennard-Jones parameters for the graphene carbons (σ = 3.39Å and
ε = 6.36 kcalmol−1) were obtained from Popova et al.,95 superoxide bond-stretching
parameters (K = 888.0 kcalmol−1 Å−2 and r0 = 1.28Å) were obtained from Creighton
et al.,96 and Lennard-Jones parameters for the superoxide oxygens were approximated
by those for carboxylate oxygen. An energy minimization was performed prior to the
simulation runs. Two isothermal-isobaric (NPT ensemble) simulation runs were per-
formed in sequence: the first with a time-step of 2 fs for 80 ps to allow the system to
reach equilibrium, and the second with a time-step of 1 fs for 50 ps, which provided the
*http://lammps.sandia.gov
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information for the force and energy calculations.
Three sets of simulationswere performed to understand the origin of activation barriers
in the Li–O2 battery cathode: (1) the solvation of lithium superoxide, (2) the deposition
of superoxide on a neutral graphene surface, and (3) the deposition of superoxide on a
charged graphene surface. To simulate the solvation of lithium superoxide, a lithium ion
(Li+) and a superoxide anion (O2
– ) were held at fixed separation distances from 2.0Å
to 10.0Å at 0.25Å increments and the force-distance profile along the separation axis
was calculated. For the deposition of superoxide on neutral graphene, the superoxide
was held at the same set of separation distances along a path perpendicular to the plane
of the graphene. The deposition of superoxide on charged graphene was simulated in
a similar way, except partial charges were applied to the top layer (the layer facing the
superoxide). Li+ ions were also initialized 1Å above this layer to represent the Stern layer,
placed according to the crystal structure of lithium-adsorbed graphene (LiC6).
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For all three sets of simulations, the average net force on the O2
– molecule was
integrated along the axis of separation to obtain the potential of mean force (PMF) using
the trapezoidal rule. Errors were estimated for each simulation by a block-averaging
analysis.98
4.1.2 Results and Discussion
Solvation of Lithium Superoxide
Lithium superoxide is believed to partially dissociate in some electrolyte solvents to its
ionic constituents in the following equilibrium equation: LiO2 ↔ Li
+ + O2
−.69,72 The
amount of solvated O2
– detected in rotating ring-disk electrode experiments was found
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Figure 4.1: (a) Visualization of simulation at a separation distance of 4.0Å, showing
coordination of Li+ with TEGDME molecule. Red = O, salmon = Li, teal
= CH2 and CH3 united atoms. (b) PMF free energy with respect to Li
+
and O2
– separation distance. Shading represents error.
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to be positively correlated with the solvent’s donor number (DN),69 which is a measure of
the solvent’s ability to solvate cations. High-DN solvents, such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DN
= 30), were also found to result in higher discharge capacity and the formation of large
toroid-shaped Li2O2 deposits, presumably because Li2O2 formation no longer requires
electronic conduction if it can precipitate from a solvated LiO2 intermediate.
69 However,
TEGDME only has a donor number of 16.6, but is one of the most popular solvents
used in Li–O2 batteries, demonstrating both high discharge capacity and the formation
of large toroid-shaped Li2O2 deposits.
49 The purpose of the LiO2 solvation simulation
is to determine whether the solvated state is stable in TEGDME, and to visualize the
mechanism of solvation. A snapshot of the molecular configurations in the simulation is
shown in Figure 4.1a.
The PMF free energy plot, shown in Figure 4.1b, suggests that TEGDME is capable of
solvating LiO2. A local minimum of −0.66 kcalmol
−1 was found at a separation distance
of 7.75Å, which corresponds to the distance at which a TEGDME molecule is able to
freely pass between the Li+ and O2
– . Minima of −0.72 kcalmol−1 and −0.64 kcalmol−1
were also found at separations of 4.75Å and 5.75Å, respectively. The similarity in free
energy of all the minima indicates that there is no strong preference for LiO2 to be in one
state (solvated or desolvated) over the other. The free energy is mostly flat at distances
greater than 4.0Å, indicating that coulombic attraction between Li+ and O2
– is effectively
screened by TEGDME. From the simulation visualization, the TEGDMEmolecule was
found to wrap around the Li+ cation much like a crown ether, with the oxygen atoms
coordinating with the Li+. This hints to why LiO2 solvation is possible despite the low
donor number of TEGDME.The donor number is measured with a standard Lewis acid,
SbCl5, that is much larger than Li
+ and therefore cannot be encapsulated by a single
TEGDME molecule. Using O2
– as the depositing species in the following simulations is
therefore justified by its stability in TEGDME electrolyte.
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Figure 4.2: PMF free energy as a function of separation distance for O2
– depositing
on neutral graphene.
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Deposition on Neutral Graphene
The deposition of O2
– on neutral graphene was simulated to gain insight on the features
of the PMF free energy function that are not electrochemical in origin. In principle, this
is equivalent to a battery at open-circuit voltage. Figure 4.2 shows the PMF free energy as
a function of separation distance for this set of simulations.
A minimum of −0.23 kcalmol−1 was found at a separation of 8.0Å, corresponding
to the solvated state, as well as a local minimum of −0.05 kcalmol−1 at a separation of
3.75Å, corresponding to the deposited state. The difference in free energy indicates
that the solvated state is slightly more favorable than the deposited state. An energy
barrier exists at 5.75Å with a height of 0.74 kcalmol−1 in the direction of deposition
and 0.55 kcalmol−1 in the direction of solvation. At 25 °C, this barrier height is equal to
1.25kBT and 0.93kBT in the deposition and solvation directions, respectively, indicating
that O2
– is able to exchange between the graphene surface and the electrolyte to a limited
extent with thermal energy alone.
On a per-electron basis, the potential barrier for deposition on neutral graphene is
0.032 V, which is only a small fraction of the typical overpotential of 0.2V in a Li–O2
cell.74 This begs the question of whether a charged cathode would affect the energy barrier.
Thus, a set of follow-up simulations was performed with a charged graphene surface,
rather than with a different cathode surface chemistry, as this was considered the more
fundamental question.
Deposition on Charged Graphene
Thedeposition of O2
– on a charged graphene surface was simulated to gain further insight
into how the act of discharging the Li–O2 cell, which invariably results in overpotentials
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Figure 4.3: PMF free energy as a function of separation distance for O2
– depositing
on negatively-charged graphene.
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at both electrodes, affects the free energy of deposition. A negative charge at the cathode
is needed to discharge the Li–O2 cell, which is balanced by the adsorption of positively
charged Li+ ions. For these simulations, the charge of the graphene was set such that its
negative charge is exactly balanced by a monolayer of Li+ ions at a stoichiometric ratio of
LiC6 (i.e. δ
−
C = −1/6). This condition is analogous to the limiting case of infinitesimally
small discharge current, since any additional negative charge on the cathode will result in
the development of an electric field in the bulk electrolyte and the migration of Li+ ions.
Even at this limiting case, the negative charge of the graphene was found to substantially
affect the free energy landscape for O2
– deposition by influencing the behavior of the
electrolyte near the surface.
Figure 4.3 shows the PMF free energy as a function of distance from the charged
graphene surface. The most obvious change from the neutral case in Figure 4.2 is the
decreased minimum at 3.75Å, which now has an energy of −6.79 kcalmol−1. At this
distance, there are no TEGDME molecules screening the charge of the Li+ ions. Thus, the
lower energy is the result of coulombic attraction between O2
– and the Li+ monolayer.
The minimum centered at 7.25Å also decreased in energy to −1.71 kcalmol−1 due to
long-range electrostatic attraction, albeit not by as much due to the screening effect of
the TEGDME. The height of the energy barrier of deposition, however, increased to
2.29 kcalmol−1 (3.9kBT). The simulation visualization, a frame of which is shown in
Figure 4.4, reveals that the solvent molecules immediately above the Stern layer are tightly
coordinated with the Li+ ions. Although the Li+ ions were allowed to diffuse, thermal
energy was not sufficient in overcoming the coulombic attraction to the cathode. The Li+
ions and the coordinated solvent molecules are essentially immobilized on the surface of
the cathode. Consequently, the energy barrier for deposition increased because the O2
–
must penetrate the layer of coordinated solvent molecules in order to reach the cathode
surface.
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Coordinated solvent
Bulk electrolyte
Stern layer
Cathode
O2
-
Figure 4.4: Simulation frame showing the structure of the double-layer. Separation
distance = 6.0Å.
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This study highlights a previously overlooked contribution to the rate of nucleation.
The free energy of LiO2 dissolution was considered to be the primary determining factor
for promoting a solution-mediated discharge mechanism,69,99 but the kinetic energy
barrier formed during discharge may prove to be even more influential in some solvents.
In TEGDME, for example, LiO2 does not have a strong preference of being in the solvated
state versus the desolvated state. During discharge, however, the interaction between the
solvent molecules and the Li+ adsorbed on the cathode surface creates a barrier that O2
–
must penetrate through in order to nucleate onto the cathode. The energy barrier is kinetic
in nature because it represents the amount of energy needed to “push” the co-adsorbed
solvent molecules out of the way. Therefore, thermodynamic calculations alone would not
be able to fully predict the size of this energy barrier; other factors such as the length of
the solvent molecule and the number of coordination sites would need to be considered
together when selecting a solvent for the Li–O2 battery.
4.2 Open Cathode Structure
The overall discharge reaction in the Li–O2 battery, 2Li
+ +O2 + 2e
− → Li2O2, ultimately
leads to every two electrons corresponding to one molecular unit of Li2O2 produced,
which is responsible for limiting the discharge capacity in the mechanism discussed in
the previous chapter. However, the only Faradaic reaction involved in the formation
of Li2O2 is the formation of the superoxide precursor, O2 + e
− → O−2 (eq 1.5a). In a
hypothetical scenario, where disproportionation to Li2O2 does not occur, the Faradaic
reaction would be able to run indefinitely, enabling the full theoretical discharge capacity,
because the cathode surface would not become passivated by Li2O2. While complete
abatement of Li2O2 formation is not realistic, it may be possible to slow down the rate of
Li2O2 formation without hindering the rate of LiO2 formation.
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The capacity of a Li–O2 cell has been shown in multiple studies to increase with the
pore size of the carbon cathode.56,100 Usually, this correlation is qualitatively rationalized
with the hypothesis that the larger pores permit more Li2O2 growth before it limits O2 dif-
fusion. However, if electronic resistivity reigns dominant over O2 diffusion, an alternative
explanation is necessary: the larger pores provide access to a greater volume of electrolyte,
which delays the saturation of LiO2 and slows down the rate of nucleation of Li2O2
particles. A combined experimental and modeling study was used to test this alternative
hypothesis. Vapor grown carbon fiber (VGCF) provides a cathode material with an open
void structure, allowing LiO2 to access a much larger volume of electrolyte. The nucleation
and growthmodel presented in the previous chapter was expanded to include the transient
mass transport of LiO2. The results of this study show that at any given current density,
the capacity per carbon surface area is higher with a more open cathode structure. We
propose that the rate of nucleation is abated by the diffusion of LiO2 into the electrolyte,
until a supersaturation-driven mechanism accelerates nucleation at high current density.
4.2.1 Discharge Experiments
VGCF cathodes were prepared according to the procedure described in appendix A.1.2.
The electrolyte (1M LiCF3SO3 in TEGDME) was prepared and coin cells were assembled
in the same manner as they were for the cells with Super P cathodes (appendix A.2-A.4).
Galvanostatic discharge experiments were performed using a similar approach to that
discussed in Chapter 3, but the cutoff voltage was reduced to 2.0V to accommodate the
lower voltage plateaus from the high current tests. The lower cutoff voltage is not expected
to have a significant effect on discharge capacity due to the steep voltage drop at the end
of the discharge curve. SEM images were taken after discharge, following the procedure
described in appendix A.5.
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The VGCF cathodes have a more open pore structure in contrast to the packed mor-
phology of the Super P cathodes, as seen in SEM images of undischarged cathodes (Fig-
ure B.6). This is largely due to the different aspect ratios of the particles themselves.
Super P particles, are roughly spherical in shape with a diameter of ∼40 nm, leading to
a packed sphere structure with an average pore size of only 11.9 nm.101 VGCF, on the
other hand, is composed of fibers approximately 150 nm in diameter but 10 μm to 20 μm
in length, leading to a high aspect ratio that resists close-packing.102 Instead of having
well-defined pores, the VGCF cathode appears to have continuous voids throughout.
Themorphology of the Li2O2 particles formed during discharge of the VGCF cathodes
were unexpectedly large. Figure 4.5 shows the SEM images of the discharged VGCF
cathodes, showing particles up to ∼4 μm in diameter. To our knowledge, these are the
largest Li2O2 particles ever reported in a Li–O2 cell. VGCF has a much lower specific
surface area (13m2 g−1) than Super P (62m2 g−1),102,103 which means the real current
density, normalized to the microscopic surface area of the carbon material, would be
higher in VGCF if they were subjected to the same geometric current density, normalized
to the superficial area of the carbon cathode, as the Super P cathodes. A higher effective
current density in a VGCF cathode would drive a higher nucleation rate of Li2O2 particles,
which would reduce the average particle size and lower the cell discharge capacity. It is
apparent from Figure 4.5, however, that there are significantly fewer and larger Li2O2
particles on the VGCF than there are on Super P at the same geometric current density.
The discharge curves (Figure 4.6) also show that cells with VGCF cathodes behave very
differently as a function of current density than those with Super P cathodes. While the
voltage plateau does decrease with increasing current density, the capacity does not have a
clear relationship until the current density reaches 108.8 μA cm−2, after which it decreases.
A duplicate of this experiment, shown in Figure B.7 also exhibited this behavior. This
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 4.5: SEM images of discharged VGCF cathodes. Geometric current densi-
ties of (a) 5 μA cm−2, (b) 10 μA cm−2, (c) 20 μA cm−2, (d) 40 μA cm−2, (e)
80 μA cm−2, and (f)160 μA cm−2.
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Figure 4.6: Discharge curves of cells with VGCF cathodes discharged at geometric cur-
rent densities of (a) 5.1 μA cm−2, (b) 10.9 μA cm−2, (c) 23.5 μA cm−2, (d)
50.5 μA cm−2, (e) 108.8 μA cm−2, (f) 234.5 μA cm−2, (g) 505.2 μA cm−2.
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VGCF and Super P.
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unusual capacity-vs-current density relationship can be better visualized in Figure 4.7,
where the capacity versus current density plot for the VGCF cathode is contrasted with
that for Super P, which had a clear inverse relationship between capacity and current
density at all current densities tested.
The unusual performance characteristics and the large Li2O2 particles may both be the
result of the open void structure of VGCF, which can facilitate diffusion of LiO2 away from
the carbon surface. First, enhanced diffusion leads to a lower surface concentration of
LiO2, which reduces the nucleation rate. Second, access to a large reservoir of electrolyte
enabled by the VGCF structure leads to a transient buildup of LiO2 concentration. This, in
turn, implies a transient increase in nucleation rate. As a result, increased current would
not have as strong of an impact on nucleation rate because the rise in nucleation rate is
limited by how quickly the LiO2 concentration can reach steady-state. To test the proposed
hypothesis against the experimental performance characteristics, the effects of LiO2 dif-
fusion will need to be formulated mathematically. The model presented in the previous
chapter assumes the pore sizes are sufficiently small, such that LiO2 concentrations and
nucleation rates reach steady state immediately. We show that the inclusion of LiO2 dif-
fusion effectively reduces the cell capacity’s dependence on current density by delaying
the rise in nucleation rate.
4.2.2 Model Development
To test the effects of LiO2 diffusion on the nucleation and growth of Li2O2, a transient
diffusion model was developed and integrated with the Li2O2 nucleation model described
in chapter 3. Figure 4.8 illustrates the scheme of the diffusion model. For simplicity, a
one-dimensional spatial domain was used to represent the electrolyte, x ∈ [0, L], where
x = 0 represents the cathode surface and x = L represents an imaginary no-flux plane or
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0 L
Figure 4.8: Scheme of the LiO2 diffusion model.
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plane of symmetry. Fick’s second law applies within the electrolyte,
𝜕c
𝜕t
= DLiO2
𝜕2c
𝜕x2
(4.1)
At the cathode surface, the diffusive flux is balanced with the rate of formation due to
Faradaic reaction and the rate of depletion due to disproportionation of LiO2,
−DLiO2
𝜕c
𝜕x
(0, t) =
i
F
− kdc(0, t) (4.2)
where kd is the heterogeneous first order rate constant for LiO2 disproportionation. At
x = L a no-flux boundary condition was enforced:
𝜕c
𝜕x
(L, t) = 0 (4.3)
No LiO2 is present at the start of discharge. Thus, the initial condition was set to
c(x, 0) = 0 (4.4)
To aid in solving the model, eqs 4.1-4.4 were non-dimensionalized using the following
substitutions:
̃x = x/L ̃t = tDLiO2/L
2 ̃c = c/c∞ (4.5)
c∞ is the steady-state LiO2 concentration in the electrolyte, which can be found by setting
𝜕c/𝜕x in eq 4.2 to zero, corresponding to a flat concentration profile.
c∞ =
i
Fkd
(4.6)
Applying these substitutions, the dimensionless diffusion equation, boundary conditions,
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and initial condition are
𝜕 ̃c
𝜕 ̃t
=
𝜕2 ̃c
𝜕 ̃x2
(4.7)
𝜕 ̃c
𝜕 ̃x
(0, ̃t) = Bim ( ̃c(0, ̃t) − 1) (4.8)
𝜕 ̃c
𝜕 ̃x
(1, ̃t) = 0 (4.9)
̃c( ̃x, 0) = 0 (4.10)
where Bim = kdL/DLiO2 is the mass transfer Biot number. Eqs 4.7-4.10 were solved using
the Crank-Nicolson finite differences method.
To combine LiO2 diffusion with nucleation and growth, the relationships between
the LiO2 surface concentration and the nucleation and growth rates are required. The
nucleation rate of Li2O2 was modeled as an apparent second-order process,
J = knc
2 (4.11)
which was found to empirically match the predictions of the atomistic model for the Su-
per P experiments. This form can be rationalized by considering that two LiO2 molecules
are required to disproportionate to Li2O2. In addition, the growth rate was scaled accord-
ing to the transient LiO2 concentration with a modification to eq 4.12.
dr
dt
=
1
1 − θ
i
2F
(
M
ρ
)
Li2O2
c(0, t)
c∞
1
2π∑
k
njr
2
j
(4.12)
This assumes Li2O2 growth is a first order process, which is rationalized by the stability
of oxygen-rich (LiO2-stoichiometry) layers on Li2O2 surfaces.
61 During the initial stages
of discharge, when c(0, t) < c∞, the growth rate rises in proportion to the concentration
of LiO2 near the cathode surface. Once the LiO2 concentration reaches steady state, the
Li2O2 growth rate also reaches steady state and becomes stoichiometrically equivalent
to the discharge current. Eqs 4.11 and 4.12 were integrated together with eqs 3.7 and
3.1 following the techniques described in section 3.3.3, and the discharge curves were
calculated from the overpotential.
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4.2.3 Analysis and Discussion
The LiO2 diffusion model introduces several parameters that have not yet been measured
in experiments, such as the heterogeneous rate constant of disproportionation (kd) and the
diffusion coefficient (DLiO2) of LiO2 in TEGDME. However, the model can be constrained
by considering its limiting conditions. In the limit of small pore size (small L) or low
current density, the LiO2 concentration should reach steady state quickly, resulting in
the simple inverse relationship between capacity and current density seen in Super P
cathodes. Essentially, parameters should be chosen such that the predicted discharge
curves match well with those of Super P cathodes, while being able to extrapolate to larger
pore sizes to match the discharge curves of VGCF cathodes with minimal adjustment to
other parameters. Table 4.1 summarizes the parameters used in the model. Although
DLiO2 has not been measured in TEGDME, the diffusion coefficient of O2
– has been
estimated to be∼ 25DO2 in acetonitrile.
104 Since LiO2 is capable of existing as a solvated ion
pair in TEGDME,72 we will assume the hydrodynamic properties of O2
– apply. A value
of DLiO2 = 8.68 × 10
−7 cm2 s−1 was chosen, which is ∼ 25 of DO2 = 2.17 × 10
−6 cm2 s−1 for
TEGDME.49 α, i0, and RΩ were found by iR-corrected Tafel plots of the discharge plateau
voltages with current density (Figure B.5). Although a homogeneous first-order rate con-
stant of LiO2 disproportionation of 2.9 × 10
−3 s−1 has been proposed by Peng et al. based
on cyclic voltammetry, the LiO2 disproportionation is likely to follow a more complex
heterogeneous process in a working coin cell. A value of kd = 2.9 × 10
−9 ms−1 was found
to work well for the purposes of this model. Considering the difference in dimensionality
and the dependence of the homoegeneous rate constant on the experimental conditions,
the heterogeneous value is not necessarily comparable to the homogeneous value. kn
was fit according to the capacity of the lowest current discharge curve of each respective
cathode type.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of predicted LiO2 concentrations and discharge curves for
(a) Super P and (b) VGCF cathoes.
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Figure 4.9 compares the model’s predicted discharge curves and surface LiO2 con-
centrations for Super P and VGCF. For Super P, L was set to the average pore diameter,
11.9 nm.101 At this pore size, the LiO2 concentration reaches its steady state value quickly,
leading to the immediate onset of nucleation. A strong inverse relationship between
the capacity and current density is seen in the simulated discharge curves, matching the
experimental curves. However, when the characteristic length is increased to L = 40 μm,
the greater volume of electrolyte that can be accessed by LiO2 leads to a slower rise in
concentration. The transient accumulation of LiO2 leads to an interesting behavior when
increasing current densities are considered. At low current density (e.g. igeo = 10 μA cm
−2),
the LiO2 concentration is still able to reach steady state early in the discharge process.
However, as the current density increases, the concentration reaches steady state later
in the discharge process. At igeo = 40 μA cm
−2, most of the discharge capacity has been
consumed by the time the concentration reaches steady state. The nucleation rate, which
is limited by this rise in LiO2 concentration, is therefore a fraction of what it would have
been if the LiO2 concentration reached steady state immediately. This leads to a weaker
dependence of the capacity as a function of current density, as seen in the corresponding
discharge curves.
The model predicts a peculiar phenomenon in which the capacity actually begins
to increase with current density at ∼40 μA cm−2. At this point, the nucleation rate is
unable to increase on par with the current density as it becomes limited by the rate
of diffusion. This behavior was observed in experiments (Figures 4.6 and B.7) as well,
although the exact position of the turnaround point varies between ∼25 μA cm−2 to
100 μA cm−2. However, this increase tends to only occur over a small range of current
densities in experiments; the capacity once again drops rapidly with current density after
100 μA cm−2. In its present incarnation, the model predicts that the capacity will continue
to increase with current density. This divergence was not found to occur when L is small,
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as in the Super P case, which suggests that the unbounded transient accumulation of
LiO2 is at fault. We propose that an additional supersaturation-driven mechanism is
responsible for accelerating the nucleation rate at high current density, considering how
the LiO2 was allowed to reach higher concentrations in the VGCF simulation than in the
Super P simulation. To determine a possible relationship between LiO2 concentration and
nucleation rate, a term representing the residual nucleation rate (Jr) required to achieve
the experimental capacity was added to eq 4.11:
J = knc
2 + Jr (4.13)
The residual nucleation rate was found to fit to the following function:
Jr =
c∞
csat
ksat exp(
c∞
csat
) (4.14)
where csat is the saturation concentration and ksat is the rate constant of this process. The
fit of eq 4.14 is shown in Figure B.8. Although this relationship is empirical, a reasonable
value of 21.7molm−3 was found for csat. The model’s capacity predictions, both with
and without the added supersaturation mechanism, are compared with the experimental
capacities in Figure 4.10a. Evidently, a supersaturationmechanism is necessary to prevent
the capacity from diverging as a function of current density. It should be noted that eq 4.14
has a negligible effect on the Super P simulations, since the steady state concentration of
LiO2 is lower due to the higher real surface area of Super P available for heterogeneous
disproportionation. In general, the simulated discharge curves for VGCF agree well
with experiment, except in the region around 50 μA cm−2, where it transitions from a
second-order nucleation process to a supersaturation-driven process.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Comparison of experimental discharge capacities of VGCF cathodes
to simulated capacities, both with and without the supersaturation mech-
anism. Experimental error bars are based on cathode weight uncertainty.
(b) Comparison of experimental discharge curves of VGCF cathodes to
those predicted by the model, with supersaturation effect included.
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4.3 Conclusions
The influence of the solvent on nucleation energy barriers in the Li–O2 battery cathode was
elucidated through a series of fixed-separation molecular dynamics simulations. Despite
its relatively low donor number, TEGDMEwas found to solvate Li+ +O−2 by encapsulating
the Li+ ion in a manner analagous to what is seen in bulk electrolytes containing lithium
salts. This implies that the dominant mechanism of Li2O2 formation in TEGDME-based
electrolytes is through the deposition of solvated LiO2. Following this observation, the free
energy for the deposition of O2
– on a graphitic cathode was determined as a function of
separation distance. It was found that the energy barrier of nucleation increases by a factor
of three simply by the application of a negative charge on the cathode. This increased
energy barrier arises from the formation of the electrical double layer, which consists of a
Stern layer of adsorbed Li+ ions and a layer of solvent molecules tightly coordinated to
the Li+ ions in the Stern layer. This work uncovers a previously unknown mechanism for
the role of Li+-coordinating solvents play in increasing the discharge capacity of LiO2
batteries: not only do they make LiO2 solvation more thermodynamically favorable, they
also form a more tightly-bound solvent layer on the cathode that acts as a kinetic barrier
to nucleation.
Many future studies could be done to refine or extend this work. For example, the
OPLS force field is completely classical andmakes no considerations of polarization effects
that may happen when atoms are brought close together. In spectroscopic studies by
Andrews and Smardzewski, the lithium and the superoxide in LiO2 are ionically bonded,
but with weak polarizability at close proximity.105,106 It will be helpful to supplement these
studies with ab initio calculations to account for this change in free energy. In addition, the
claim that the donor number misrepresents TEGDME’s ability to solvate Li+ will need to
be verified by simulation as well. The coordination energy between the solvent molecule
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and SbCl5 is used to determine the donor number of a solvent, but glymes can have
multiple points of coordination around smaller cations such as Li+. Our results suggest
that electrolyte additives such as crown ethers, with even greater affininity for Li+, or
electrolyte solvents that include polymers with ether oxygens, may be even more effective
in regulating nucleation of LiO2. Simulation and experimental studies that directly probe
these effects are needed to expand our repertoire of promising solvents for the Li–O2 cell.
The use of a cathode material with an open void structure shows promise as a method
for enabling higher current density Li–O2 cells. Despite the relatively low specific sur-
face area of VGCF, it is capable of growing and accommodating large particles of Li2O2.
Furthermore, its capacity is a weak function of current density until a geometric current
density of 0.1mA cm−2. We propose that the open void structure of VGCF allows LiO2
produced during discharge to readily diffuse into the electrolyte. The diffusion model
found that increasing the characteristic diffusion length from nanometer-scale to micron-
scale increases the time it takes for LiO2 to reach steady state. The rate of nucleation is
therefore limited by the rate at which LiO2 accumulates. This reduces the effect of current
density on nucleation rate and, based on the Li2O2 nucleation and growth model, its effect
on capacity. Above a certain current density (∼0.1mA cm−2 in our tests), however, the
capacity once again decreases. We suspect this is due to the supersaturation of LiO2 in
the electrolyte.
Additional studies on the role of LiO2 solubility will be beneficial towards testing the
validity of this strategy, as well as expanding its capabilities. In this study, a saturation con-
centration of ∼20mM was estimated for LiO2, but this value comes with high uncertainty
due to its dependence on other model parameters, and is likely to only be valid for this
particular system. LiO2 solubility is expected to depend heavily on the solvent in use,
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the presence of water,72 and the even choice of salt anion.107 In addition, experimental
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studies on LiO2 solubility thus far focus on the disproportionation reaction as the driving
force for LiO2 deposition. In this study, the sharp decline in discharge capacity at the high
current density tests suggest that a separate supersaturation-driven deposition mecha-
nism may become dominant with high concentrations of LiO2. This is challenging to test
experimentally because LiO2 can spontaneously disproportionate to form Li2O2, making
supersaturation-driven deposition difficult to distinguish. Nonetheless, improving the
solubility of LiO2 can enable higher current density operation of the Li–O2 cell, as it allows
for the stable accumulation of LiO2 and delays the onset of capacity-limiting nucleation
on the cathode surface.
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CHAPTER 5
STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE RECHARGEABILITY
The studies presented thus far focus on the capacity-limiting processes within a single
discharge step. For the Li–O2 battery to become commercially viable, however, it must
be able to sustain its capacity over many cycles. It is estimated that the energy spent to
manufacture a electric vehicle Li-ion battery pack is equal to 25% of the cumulative energy
that the battery pack is capable of delivering over 10 years of use.108 This implies that
the battery pack should supply thousands of cycles if used on an almost-daily basis. For
example, lithium iron-phosphate cells produced byA123 Systems, Inc. can retain 94%of its
original capacity after 1000 complete cycles.109 In contrast, the vast majority of long-term
cycling tests with Li–O2 cells are limited to 100 cycles.
37,39,110–112 Because most long-term
Li–O2 cycling studies implement a capacity-limited cycling scheme, the degree of capacity
fade for these tests is rarely quantified. At the time of this writing, the best reported
capacity retention for a Li–O2 cell undergoing 100 complete cycles is 98%, which was
achieved using a TiC-based cathode.113 Other notable cathode materials that can undergo
long-term cycling without controlling the discharge capacity are Ru nanoparticles on
indium tin oxide (ITO),114 nanoporous gold,115 and RuO2 nanosheets.
116 Although these
carbon-free cathodes are capable of stable long-term cycling, they are denser and more
expensive to manufacture than carbonaceous cathodes. The higher density translates to a
lower specific capacity, e.g. 850mAh g−1 for RuO2,
116 versus 4000mAh g−1 for Super P
in this study (both discharged at 200mAg−1).
Carbonaceous cathodes are known to experience severe capacity fading when cycled at
full capacity. A study by Lim et al. shows that a cell using Ketjenblack carbon (Akzo Nobel
N.V.) loses ∼90% of its capacity in just eight full-capacity cycles, but when the capacity of
each cycle is limited to 500mAh g−1, the cell could run for more than 50 cycles, leading
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to a cumulative capacity more than twice as high as the cell that underwent complete
cycles.35 In general, the vast majority of cycling experiments reported in the literature
that use carbonaceous cathodes are done by limiting each cycle to a fraction of the full
capacity.36–39 The reason why complete cycles are detrimental to carbon-based electrodes
is not definitively known, but it is typically attributed to the electrochemical decomposition
of carbon when the voltage is allowed to go beyond the plateaus. Differential electrode
mass spectrometry (DEMS) studies show that cathode decomposition accounts for < 1%
of losses during discharge, but up to 10% of losses during charge when the cell voltage
exceeds 3.5V.117,118
Two opportunities for improving the rechargeability of carbon cathodes can be identi-
fied from our current knowledge of cathode decomposition. First, the small electrochem-
ical losses during discharge are insufficient to explain the rapid capacity fading during
full-capacity cycling. In this chapter, we propose an alternative hypothesis in which the
growth of Li2O2 during discharge strains the cathode structure and electronically iso-
lates the constituent carbon particles. We test this by using electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) to measure the capacitance of the cathodes in the charged state after
varying numbers of cycles. A cathode made from vapor grown carbon fibers (VGCF) is
demonstrated to achieve a stable reversible capacity even with full-depth cycling due to its
resilience towards electronic isolation. Second, electrochemical cathode decomposition,
which accounts for at least 10% of capacity loss, can be significantly reduced if the cell
potential is kept low during charging. One method to accomplish this is to use a soluble
redox mediator to improve the kinetics of Li2O2 oxidation. In this chapter, we will present
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some preliminary studies on redox mediators and provide a perspective for future studies.
5.1 Resilience Against Electronic Isolation
One potentially deal-breaking aspect of carbon cathodes in the Li–O2 cell is how quickly
they lose capacity when subjected to full-depth discharge. The rate of capacity loss is
too great (up to 50% per cycle35) to be explained by chemical decomposition of the
cathode alone (< 1% and ∼10% for discharge and charge, respectively117,118). In this
study, an alternative hypothesis, in which the physical strain caused by the growth of
Li2O2 leads to the electronic isolation of carbon particles, is explored. This is similar
to how repeated cycling of Li-ion batteries is known to strain and damage the crystal
structure of intercalation compounds,119 except Li2O2 growth causes breakage between
particles in the cathode matrix rather within the particles themselves. If this is the case,
the active surface area of the cathode should decrease during cycling as parts of the carbon
become isolated from the conductive matrix. The active surface area of an cathode could
be estimated from its double layer capacitance, which is proportional to the surface area
for a given electrochemical system.120 Furthermore, if portions of the cathode are indeed
being electronically isolated by Li2O2, a more physically resilient cathode should help the
cell retain its capacity.
5.1.1 Experimental
Two carbon cathode materials with different geometries, Super P and VGCF, were tested
in Li–O2 coin cells subjected to galvanostatic cycling. Super P particles are roughly
spherical in shape with an average grain size of ∼40 nm101 Despite its common usage
in Li–O2 studies, Super P is known to rapidly fade in capacity when used as a cathode.
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In contrast, VGCF particles are rod-like, averaging 10 μm to 20 μm in length,102 which
should allow VGCF to percolate and form a conductive matrix more readily. In epoxy
resin composite conductivity tests, VGCF was found to percolate at 0.95% by weight while
Super P percolated at 3.8% by weight.121,122 We suspect the lower percolation threshold of
VGCF will enable it to resist electronic isolation better than Super P, and thus retain its
capacity when cycled.
The coin cells were prepared as described in appendix A.1-A.4, with 60 h of rest time
before the start of the tests. Using a Neware BTS–5V1mA battery tester, the cells were
discharged at a constant current of 0.2mA to a lower voltage limit of 2.2V, allowed to rest
at open circuit for 30min, then charged at a constant current of 0.2mA to an upper voltage
limit of 4.65V. 30min of rest at open circuit was allotted between each discharge-charge
cycle. Cells were stopped in the charged state after 1, 2, 4, 8, and 35 cycles and removed
for EIS measurement. Prior to EIS measurement, the cells were stored in an argon-filled
glovebox for three days to degas the electrolyte of oxygen.
Coin cells were stored in an argon-filled test chamber (Figure B.1) during EIS mea-
surements. Measurements were taken using a Model 1470E CellTest System (Solartron
Analytical) over a frequency range of 100mHz to 250 kHz and a signal amplitude of
10mV. The bias potential was set equal to the open circuit voltage of the cell.
5.1.2 Results
Galvanostatic Cycling
The voltage curves of the Super P and VGCF cells are shown in Figure 5.1. Both cells
experience a significant drop in capacity over the first few cycles. However, the VGCF cell
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Figure 5.1: Voltage curves of selected cycles in long-term cycling test. (a) Super P
cathode, (b) VGCF cathode.
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eventually reaches a state of constant capacity, whereas the capacity of the Super P cell
continues to drop. In fact, the voltage curves of the VGCF cell for cycles 8–32 are nearly
identical to one another. The difference in the trends is more readily seen in Figure 5.2,
which plots the capacity of both cells as a function of cycle number. The cell with a VGCF
cathode stabilizes to an average capacity of 630mAh g−1 while the cell with a Super P
cathode asymptotically fades to zero. The reversible capacity of VGCF is better than some
of those achieved by carbon-free cathodes, such as nanoporous gold (300mAh g−1) and
TiC (530mAh g−1).110,113
Electrochemical Impedance Analysis
The evolution of the impedance spectra can provide clues to the mechanism of capacity
fade. Figure 5.3 shows the impedance spectra after the 1st, 8th and 35th cycles. While the
impedance spectra of the Super P cells differed significantly with the number of cycles,
those of the VGCF cells remained relatively unchanged. To extract capacitance values,
the impedance spectra were analyzed with an equivalent circuit model. Following the
method used by Højberg et al. for fitting impedance spectra of Li–O2 cells,
123 we use an
equivalent circuit consisting of three Voigt elements—each of which consists of a resistor
and constant phase element (CPE) connected in parallel—and a series resistor, as shown
in Figure 5.4. The impedance of an individual Voigt element is given by
Zi(ω) =
Ri
1 + (jω)niQiRi
(5.1)
whereRi is the DC resistance, andQi and ni are parameters of the CPE.
124 TheCPEmodels
the behavior of a non-deal capacitor, where a value of ni = 1 is equivalent to an ideal
capacitor. Thus, if ni is high, e.g. between 0.7 and 1, the effective capacitance of a Voigt
element can be calculated as123,124
C∗i = Q
1/ni
i R
1−ni
i /ni (5.2)
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Figure 5.3: Impedance spectra of cells cycled 1, 8, and 35 times. (a) Super P cathode,
(b) VGCF cathode.
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Figure 5.4: Equivalent circuit model for fitting Li–O2 cell impedance spectra. Zi (i =
1, 2, 3) denotes the Voigt elements, which consist of a resistor (Ri) and a
constant phase element (Qi) in parallel. One Voigt element is assigned to
the anode, two Voigt elements are assigned to the cathode, and the series
impedances (such as the Ohmic resistance of the electrolyte) are grouped
into a single resistor, RS.
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In this study, the Voigt element assigned to the cathode double layer had a typical ni value
of 0.89. Considering all elements of the equivalent circuit model, the total impedance is
given by
Z(ω) = RS + ∑
i=1,2,3
Ri
1 + (jω)niQiRi
(5.3)
which was fit to the experimental impedance spectra to minimize the difference between
the modeled and experimentally measured impedances. An example of a fit is shown in a
Nyquist plot in Figure B.9, with the dominant regions of each element highlighted. The
Voigt elements had Qi values on the order of 10
−8, 10−5, and 10−3 Fni for Q1, Q2, and Q3,
respectively. Only n3 was found to maintain a consistent value above 0.7 during cycling.
Element Z3 is also the only one whose effective capacitance is in the 1mF to 100mF range,
which is consistent with those in previous EIS models of Li–O2 cells that use a similar
Voigt element approach to identify the part of the spectrum associated with the oxygen
reduction reaction.123,125,126 Thus, the third Voigt element, Z3, was identified as the one
most closely associated with the double layer of the carbon cathode.
The effective capacitance of the cathode was calculated for each of the impedance
spectra using eq 5.2 and plotted against cycle number in Figure 5.5. Although the
effective capacitance of a CPE is not well defined and should not be taken as equal to
the real capacitance,127 the values fall into the expected order of magnitude for ∼1mg
of a porous carbon material, which typically have specific capacitances of 10 F g−1 to
100 F g−1.128 Furthermore, this method is still reliable for relative changes in capacitance
for a given electrolyte/electrode interface, which this experiment aims to show. The ef-
fective capacitance of both cathode materials mirror the trend of the capacity. Both cell
types experience a drop in capacity within the first few cycles, which coincides with a
drop in the cathode’s effective capacitance. While the effective capacitance of Super P
diminishes to zero, the effective capacitance of VGCF stabilizes near 4mF, mirroring how
it reaches a stable reversible capacity by the eighth cycle. Since the effective capacitance is
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Figure 5.5: Effective capacitance of the carbon cathode and cell capacity as a function
of cycles passed for (a) Super P cathode and (b) VGCF cathode. Error bars
denote a 20% error on the capacitance estimate, which is typical for this
technique.120
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proportional to the cathode surface area, the decrease in the capacitance during cycling
may be interpreted as the loss of surface area available for oxygen reduction.
5.1.3 Discussion
Considering that Super P and VGCF are both graphitic carbons, we believe the likeliest
explanation for the irreversible loss in surface area is through a physical process rather than
a chemical process. During discharge, the growth of electrically insulating Li2O2 particles
can lead to isolation of carbon particles. Once a carbon particle is isolated from the rest of
the cathode, electrons can no longer be transferred during charging to oxidize the Li2O2,
making the isolation irreversible. The geometry of Super P is such that electronic isolation
can easily occur: the carbon particles are often smaller than the Li2O2 particles that grow
on them (see Figure B.3). Thus, it is quite reasonable that Super P particles could become
entirely engulfed by Li2O2. VGCF, on the other hand, is 10 μm to 20 μm in length, which
is longer than even the largest Li2O2 particles (4 μm, see Figure 4.5a). Thus, VGCF can
accommodate the growth of Li2O2 particles while maintaining electrical contact with
other fibers in the cathode.
The electronic isolation mechanism can also explain why limiting the discharge ca-
pacity, as practiced in many studies in the field, extends the cycle life of carbonaceous
cathodes. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated that Li2O2 particles grow progressively larger
during discharge until the entire cathode surface is covered (Figure 3.10). By limiting the
discharge capacity, one effectively limits the size of the Li2O2 particles. Choosing a cutoff
capacity in which Li2O2 is not permitted to grow to the point where it can electrically
isolate the carbon particles can therefore significantly improve the reversibility of the cell.
This cutoff capacity is usually 500mAh g−1 to 1000mAh g−1, but is ultimately qualitatively
chosen, as the choice of electrolyte and current density greatly influences the final size
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of the Li2O2 particles.
50,69 Considering the high variability in Li2O2 growth morphology
between specific Li–O2 systems, implementing a capacity-limiting scheme is not a realistic
technological solution to capacity fade. As demonstrated by this study, using carbon fibers
to form a cathode resilient against electronic isolation can enable stable cycling of the
Li–O2 cell without the need to limit the capacity. This is a much more realistic solution to
capacity fade, as it does not require the implementation of a predictive capacity-limiting
cycling algorithm.
In summary, we have studied the mechanism behind capacity fade of two different
carbon cathode materials, Super P and VGCF, during cycling of Li–O2 cells. EIS analysis
revealed that the decline in the cathodes’ effective capacitance mirror the decline in the
cells’ capacity. The most probable explanation for the loss in capacitance is the irreversible
physical detachment of carbon particles from the cathode matrix. We demonstrate that
VGCF is capable of maintaining cathode interconnectivity for at least 35 cycles, as evi-
denced by the stable capacitance. Using VGCF as the cathode, a stable reversible capacity
of 630mAh g−1 was achieved, which is competitive with that of carbon-free cathodes.
Considering that VGCF enables the long term cycling of the Li–O2 cell without resorting
to exotic materials or a capacity-limited cycling scheme, we propose the use of fibrous
carbons to be a promising solution to capacity fade.
5.2 Redox Mediators
Thus far, Li2O2 resistivity has been discussed in detail in the context of how it limits the
discharge capacity. However, given that the charging reaction also requires charge transfer,
one would expect Li2O2 resistivity to limit rechargeability as well. Unlike the discharge
reaction, Li2O2 is expected to decompose directly into O2 and Li
+ during charging without
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producing LiO2 as an intermediate (eq 1.6): Li2O2 → O2 + 2 Li
+ + 2 e−.20 Recalling that
charge transfer through Li2O2 by electron tunneling is limited to a 10 nm distance,
42 it
follows that oxidation of Li2O2 should occur at the point of contact between Li2O2 and
the cathode surface. In situ transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies show that
this is indeed the case: electrochemically formed Li2O2 particles on multiwall carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) preferentially decompose near the carbon surface when a positive
potential is applied.129 The two main consequences of electronic resistivity are the large
overpotential experienced during charging and the possibility of an incomplete recharge.
The former has long been observed in galvanostatic cycling experiments, such as those
shown in Section 5.1, and the latter could be quantified by chemical techniques. Hase
et al. determined that 18% of the Li2O2 produced during discharge remain after charge
by using an oxoammonium salt to chemically oxidize the remaining Li2O2.
130 Similarly,
McCloskey et al. used an iodometric titration to determine that 10% of the Li2O2 remained
after charge if TEGDME is used as the electrolyte solvent.117 Incomplete electrochemical
oxidation of Li2O2 is undesired because it leads to a lower cycleable capacity.
A promising strategy for circumventing Li2O2 resistivity during charge is to use a
redox mediator. A redox mediator is a soluble intermediary species that can carry charge
from the cathode surface to the Li2O2. This enables Li2O2 particles to be oxidized at the
electrolyte-facing surfaces, even if they are no longer in electrical contact with the cathode.
For a redox couple to be an effective redoxmediator in the Li–O2 cell, its oxidation potential
must be greater than that of Li2O2, but less than the potential of the charging plateau. Even
though direct Li2O2 oxidation is thermodynamically favored, it is kinetically easier to
transfer a hole to the dissolved redox mediator, which then accepts an electron from Li2O2
to facilitate the oxygen evolution reaction. Bruce et al. first demonstrated the feasibility of
this strategy by using tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) as a redoxmediator in an electrolytic Li–O2
cell with a LiFePO4 anode.
86 However, this is only a proof of concept, as the LiFePO4
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anode was likely necessary due to the redox mediator’s tendency to become parasitically
reduced at the surface of a Li metal anode.131 The next logical step in implementing this
strategy is to make the redox mediators work reliably in galvanic Li–O2 cells using Li
metal anodes.
This section describes exploratory experiments aimed at improving the effectiveness of
redox mediators in the Li–O2 cell. First, TTF was tested as a redox mediator in a conven-
tional Li–O2 cell with a Li-metal anode to assess its mode of failure. The low-overpotential
charge plateau of TTF was found to gradually diminish over many cycles, in which greater
amounts of TTF added corresponds to more cycles of effective redox mediation. This
suggests that shuttling of the redox mediator to the anode and its subsequent parasitic
reduction may be the cause for its diminishing activity. To combat this process, I– was
tested as a redox mediator in combination with a negatively-charged ionomer membrane
to block its diffusion to the anode. However, the I– activity diminished even when a solid
electrolyte was used as a barrier against I– diffusion, implying that the mechanism for
redox mediator deactivation may be occurring away from the anode surface.
5.2.1 TTF as a Redox Mediator
Coin cells were prepared with different amounts of TTF (Sigma Aldrich) to examine how
the effects of a redox mediator diminish in the Li–O2 cell. Cathodes (90% Super P and
10% PVDF) were prepared as described in Appendix A.1, and the electrolyte (1M LiNO3
in TEGDME) was prepared in a manner similar to that described in Appendix A.2, but
with LiNO3 in place of LiCF3SO3. A 0.25M solution of TTF in acetone was prepared and
10 μL to 40 μL was dropped on the cathode and allowed to evaporate at room temperature.
The TTF-impregnated cathodes were coated with 100 μL of lithiated Nafion dispersion in
isopropanol (LITHion, Ion Power Inc.) and vacuum-dried overnight at room temperature.
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TheNafion coatingwas intended to slow down the diffusion of TTF from the cathode to the
anode. A TTF-spiked electrolyte was also prepared by adding 20.44mg TTF per milliliter
of electrolyte, which creates a 100 μM solution. Coin cells were assembled and prepared
for testing on a Neware BTS–5V1mA battery tester as described in Appendix A.3-A.4.
Cells were discharged at a constant current of 0.2mA to a capacity of 0.6mAh, followed
by a 30min rest at open-circuit, then charged at a constant current of 0.2mA to zero
capacity, followed by another 30min rest at open-circuit. Since the goal of this study is
to evaluate redox mediator activity, a capacity-limited scheme was chosen such that the
effects of capacity fading do not interfere with redox mediator fading.
Figure 5.6a shows the voltage curves of the first seven discharge-charge cycles for a cell
containing 6.0mmol of TTF dissolved in the electrolyte. Initially, a charge plateau of 3.5V
(vs Li/Li+) was achieved, which is equal the oxidation potential of TTF toTTF+.86However,
the low-voltage charge plateau quickly vanishes within the next three cycles, indicating
that a decreasing amount of TTF is being oxidized with increasing cycle number. After
seven cycles, the charge voltage becomes nearly indistinguishable from a cell without redox
mediator. Although the LiNO3-based electrolyte was originally intended to extend redox
mediator activity by forming a stable solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) on the Li-metal
anode,132 the effects of the redox mediator continue to diminish. This implies that the SEI
is either reactive towards TTF/TTF+ or is ineffective against preventing electrochemical
TTF+ reduction at the anode.
Plotting the charge plateau voltage as a function of cycle number allows us to compare
how well redox mediation activity is sustained for a given amount of TTF (Figure 5.6b).
With just 2.0 μmol of TTF, the redoxmediator effects wear off by the third cycle. Increasing
the amount of TTF nearly five-fold to 9.8 μmol only extends redox mediator activity by
two additional cycles. In all cases, the charge voltage approaches a steady state value of
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Figure 5.6: (a) Voltage curves of first seven discharge-charge cycles for a cell containing
6.0 μmol of TTF dissolved in the electrolyte. Dotted line indicates the
capacity where the voltage was recorded for the charge voltage versus cycle
number plots in b. (b) Charge plateau voltage as a function of cycle number
for cells with different amounts of TTF added. TTF is impregnated into the
cathode, except for the 6.0mmol cell, which had TTF dissolved into the
electrolyte. All cathodes were coated with lithiated Nafion. Error estimate
given by the difference between duplicate 4.9 μmol test cases.
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approximately 4.4V by the fifth cycle, by which the redoxmediator effects have diminished.
No improvement in retention of redox mediator activity was achieved by impregnating
the cathodes with TTF instead of pre-dissolving it into the electrolyte, indicating that the
dissolution of TTF is not rate-limiting. The slight increase in activity retention brought
forth by increased TTF suggests that the redox mediator activity diminishes through a
parasitic mechanism. This follows from the logic that a greater amount of TTF in the
cell will require more cycles or time to deplete. If the shuttling hypothesis holds true and
the parasitic reaction occurs at the anode, keeping the redox mediator confined to the
cathode side should help prolong its activity. Thus, we looked towards methods that can
selectively block the redox mediator from shuttling to the anode.
5.2.2 LiI as a Redox Mediator
The I– /I3
– redox couple has been used for quite some time to transfer charge in dye-
sensitized solar cells.133 Its standard potential is 0.54V versus the normal hydrogen elec-
trode (NHE), which corresponds to 3.58V versus Li/Li+.63 This makes it a favorable
candidate as a redox mediator in the Li–O2 cell because it is above the Li2O2 redox po-
tential of 3.10V, yet below the typical charge plateau voltage of the cell due to the high
charging overpotential. The negative charge of the I– /I3
– redox couple also enables the
use of a negatively charged ionomer film to act as a selective barrier against its crossover
from the cathode to the anode.
To test whether a barrier would aid in prolonging redox mediator activity, coin cells
were fabricated using two separators–one for the anode and one for the cathode–that are
partitioned by a barrier. Super P cathodes and 1MLiCF3SO3 in TEGDME electrolyte were
prepared as described in Appendix A.1 and A.2. A LiI-spiked electrolyte was also prepared
by dissolving 13.39mg of LiI (anhydrous, beads, –10 mesh, Sigma-Aldrich) per milliliter
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of electrolyte to create a 100mM solution of LiI. Coin cells were constructed according
to Appendix A.3, except the Whatman GF/D separator was replaced with a sandwiched
separator consisting of Whatman GF/A on the anode side, a lithiated Nafion film in
between, and Whatman 934-AH on the cathode side. These separators were selected
because their thicknesses (260 μm and 435 μm for GF/A and 934-AH, respectively) add
up approximately to the thickness of a GF/D separator (675 μm). 25 μL of the unspiked
electrolyte was added to the GF/A separator, while 40 μL of the LiI-spiked electrolyte was
added to the 934-AH separator. Control cases were also prepared, in which the Nafion
film and/or LiI was omitted.
Nafion film (NRE–212) was lithiated following an ion-exchange procedure in an LiOH
solution. First, the films were punched into 3/4-inch circles. The ion-exchange solution
was 1MLiOH in a 50:50 mixture of water and ethanol, heated to 80 °C. The Nafion circles
was soaked into the LiOH solution for 12 h. Afterwards, the Nafion circles were rinsed in
boiling deionized water, sandwiched between two Whatman GF/D separators to prevent
curling, and dried in vacuum at 120 °C overnight. The dried lithiated Nafion films were
used in coin cell assembly, as described above. The coin cells were prepared for testing
according to Appendix A.4 and cycled at a constant current of 0.2mA (0.1mA cm−2) with
30min of rest after each discharge and charge step.
LiI was found to function appropriately as a redox mediator by lowering the charge
plateau overpotential. Figure 5.7 compares the voltage curves of a cell with and a cell
without LiI. The cell with LiI exhibited a first-cycle charge voltage of ∼3.75V, which is
approximately 0.55V lower than that of the cell without LiI. However, similar to the case
with TTF, the redox mediation effects of LiI diminished over several cycles. A Nafion
barrier, unfortunately, yielded no significant improvement in prolonging redox mediator
activity. As seen in Figure 5.8, the voltage curves of a cell with the Nafion barrier is
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Figure 5.7: Voltage curves of cells without (a) and with (b) 40 μmol of LiI added.
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Figure 5.8: Voltage curves of cells with and without a Nafion separator, using 40 μmol
of LiI as a redox mediator.
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nearly identical to that of a cell without it. The only difference is a slight increase of
the overpotential for both the discharge and charge plateaus, which is likely the result
of extra ionic resistance introduced by the Nafion film. The ineffectiveness of Nafion in
prolonging redox mediator activity can either be a result of the unsuccessful blocking of
I– /I3
– shuttling or the presence of a depletion mechanism that does not require I– /I3
–
to shuttle to the anode. In the Li–S cell, Nafion was previously shown to successfully
suppress the shuttling of anionic polysulfide species to a limited extent.134–137 Since I– /I3
–
is not as large as the polysulfide anions, it is possible that diffusion is mainly suppressed
by steric exclusion rather than charge repulsion. If this is the case, using a solid electrolyte
to completely block the transport of I– /I3
– to the anode should yield an improvement in
redox mediator activity.
To completely block the transport of I– /I3
– to the anode, the Nafion film was
replaced with a lithium ion conducting glass ceramic (LICGC, Ohara Corporation).
LICGC is a Li-replaceable NASICON-type solid electrolyte with an ionic conductiv-
ity of 1.0 × 10−4 S cm−1 at room temperature.138 The LICGC separator had a negligble
impact on the performance of the cell, as evidenced by the nearly identical voltage curves
(Figure B.10). Unfortunately, the LICGC also does little in extending redox mediator ac-
tivity in the cell, as shown in Figure 5.9. As a solid electrolyte, LICGC is expected to block
the transport of all species except for Li+ ions. The fact that the redox mediator activity
still rapidly diminishes suggests that a mechanism other than shuttling is responsible for
the depletion of LiI.
A post mortem inspection of the cell components revealed dark brown stains on the
separators (Figure B.11). No color was observed during the preparation of the LiI-spiked
electrolyte prior to cycling, which suggests that the colored deposits were generated during
electrochemical testing. Indeed, it is well known that I3
– has a brown to blue-black color
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Figure 5.9: Voltage curves of cells without (a) and with (b) a LICGC separator, using
40 μmol of LiI as a redox mediator.
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depending on the solvent and the species it may be complexed with.139 During the charge
step, the accumulation of I3
– may drive its precipitation out of solution and onto the
surfaces of the separator. Most of the brown staining occurs on the cathode-side separator,
but a brown ring can also be seen on the anode-side. While LICGC itself is impermeable
to I– /I3
– , some I3
– appeared to have crept around the LICGC disk due to the incomplete
coverage of the wetted area. Despite the incomplete blocking of I– /I3
– , better capacity
retention was achieved with LICGC than without it, which could be seen in the discharge
portion of the voltage curves in Figure 5.9. The rapid loss of discharge capacity of the cell
without LICGCmay be due to the deposition of I3
– onto the surface of the anode, leading
to its passivation. The cell with LICGC did not experience rapid capacity fade, possibly
due to the slower transport of I3
– to the anode.
5.3 Recommendations for Further Study
The experiments described in this chapter provide opportunities to improve the recharge-
ability of the Li–O2 cell. However, many questions are still left unanswered, especially
with regard to redox mediators. For instance, the mechanism of redox mediator depletion
has yet to be definitively determined. Blocking the diffusion of LiI to the anode with
Nafion or LICGC yielded no apparent improvement in prolonging redox mediator activity,
suggesting that the mechanism of deactivation may not be occurring at the anode. If
precipitation of the redox mediator turns out to be the primary mechanism of depletion,
then the solid species should be detectable on the cathode or separator surfaces using
spectroscopic techniques. Furthermore, the mechanism of capacity fade in the presence of
LiI is not completely clear either. The LICGC’s apparent ability to protect against capacity
fade suggests it may be due to passivation at the anode, but the shape of the fading dis-
charge curves are qualitatively similar to those due to cathode deterioration described in
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Section 5.1. The problematic electrode can theoretically be identified by replacing it during
cycling, which should restore the discharge capacity. Such a technique has previously
been used to identify anodic corrosion as a limiting process in certain Li–O2 and K–O2
systems.140,141 In addition, a structurally resilient cathode material, such as VGCF, can be
used to rule out the effects of cathode deterioration. Using VGCF in place of Super P for
redox mediator experiments would therefore allow for a more controlled study and show
how the redox mediators behave when subjected to complete cycles.
The need for additional studies is driven by the lack of knowledge about side reactions
involving the redox mediators. Recently, it was determined that high concentrations of LiI
can change the dominant reaction product from Li2O2 to LiOH.
142,143 Themechanism of
this reaction is not well understood. Sun et al. propose that it involves the decomposition
of ether-based solvents,142 while Grey et al. propose that trace water in the electrolyte
supplies the H+ necessary for LiOH formation.143 Although LiI has been of particular
interest due to its low cost, other candidates, including organosulfurs (e.g. TTF) and
nitroxides (e.g. TEMPO+), are worth investigating to compare their chemical stability
and ability to remain active in solution. A suitable redox mediator, when combined
with a robust cathode, can lead to a Li–O2 cell that can cycle stably with a low charging
overpotential. This type of cell, rather than one with a high first-cycle capacity but poor
rechargeability, provides a better foundation for developing a practical Li–O2 cell.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Li–O2 battery is an enticing energy storage platform due to its high theoretical
specific energy, but has several problems that must be solved before it can transition from
the research stage to commercial development. These problems affect all components of the
cell—the anode, cathode, and electrolyte—and contribute to a battery that runs below the
theoretical specific energy with limited rechargeability. Despite the wide variety challenges,
one can prioritize them based on their fundamental applicability to the Li–O2 cell reaction.
In this thesis, we identified the intrinsic problems as those that stem from the formation
of Li2O2. Through experimental characterization and theoretical modeling, we develop a
mechanistic understanding of how Li2O2 formation limits Li–O2 cell performance and
demonstrate possible solutions based on these findings.
We started with a critical evaluation of O2 diffusion in the cathode. Pulsed discharge
experiments showed that the addition of rest periods to the discharge process does not
improve the capacity. This contradicts the notion that the Li–O2 cell capacity is O2
transport limited, where rest periods should allow the oxygen concentration to replenish,
thus enhancing the capacity. A quantitative analysis of the oxygen transport rate was
accomplished by measuring the voltage response of the cell during the introduction of
oxygen. Using a relationship derived from the Nernst equation and Fick’s laws of diffusion,
we find that the rate of oxygen transport is moderately reduced, corresponding to 57%
of the available void volume filled. Again, this contradicts expectations for a transport-
limited cathode, where 93% of the void volume need to be filled to stop discharge. From
these experiments, we conclude that oxygen transport is not a limiting factor under the
conditions in which we tested the cells.
However, it was clear that some other mechanism is still responsible for limiting the
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discharge capacity based on the sudden drop in voltage at the end of the discharge curve.
Next, we considered the effect of electrical resistivity of Li2O2. Simple models of electrical
resistivity, e.g. Ohm’s law, have failed to explain the shape of the discharge curve and the
large size of the Li2O2 particles, which exceeds the length allowed by conduction through
Li2O2. We suspect that this discrepancy between the models and experiments is due to
the assumption that Li2O2 deposits as a uniform layer. Thus, we developed a new model
to simulate a non-uniform layer, in which discrete Li2O2 particles nucleate and grow on
the cathode surface. By doing so, the overpotential becomes dependent on the surface
coverage of Li2O2 on the cathode, which closely fits the voltage curves from galvanostatic
discharge experiments. A relationship between current density and discharge capacity is
also demonstrated on the basis of particle nucleation: higher current density drives higher
nucleation rate, which leads to faster crowding of Li2O2 particles on the cathode surface.
The findings from the nucleation and growth model suggest that one can maximize
the capacity for a given amount of cathode surface area by minimizing the nucleation
rate. We explored two possible strategies to kinetically reduce the nucleation rate: using
electrolytes that chelate Li+ and using an open cathode structure to provide a reservoir for
LiO2. A molecular dynamics simulation of superoxide deposition on a carbon cathode
in a TEGDME electrolyte revealed that TEGDME molecules form a solvation barrier by
coordinating with Li+ ions adsorbed on the surface of the carbon. Interestingly, this barrier
only exists when there is the carbon is negatively charged, corresponding to a negative
overpotential, such as during discharge. To test the effects of an open cathode structure,
we changed the carbon material from Super P to VGCF, which has continuous channels
between the fibers rather than pore spaces between packed spherical particles. VGCF
cathodes produced a higher capacity than expected for their low surface area. Unusually
large ∼4 μm particles of Li2O2 were also formed, suggesting a lower nucleation rate. A
theoretical model demonstrated that an open cathode structure reduces the nucleation
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rate through the diffusion and slow accumulation of LiO2, whereas a closed structure
results in a nearly immediate onset of nucleation because the LiO2 concentration quickly
rises to steady state.
The growth of Li2O2 particles also implies challenges to rechargeability. Carbon cath-
odes are traditionally seen to rapidly lose capacity when subjected to complete (voltage-
limited) cycling in Li–O2 cells. As such, the practice of capacity-limited cycling became
widespread, while research efforts turned towards the development of carbon-free cath-
odes. However, we proposed that capacity fading is due to the physical separation of
carbon particles from the conductive matrix and used EIS measurements of cycled to
test this hypothesis. The effective capacitance of the cathode, which is proportional to
its surface area, was found to decrease as a function of cycle number. This decrease in
capacitance mirrors the decrease in capacity, suggesting that the disconnection of carbon
particles from the cathode is responsible for the loss in capacity. For a cathode composed
of small carbon particles, such as Super P, this mechanism eventually leads to a complete
loss of cycle capacity. A VGCF cathode, however, was able to maintain a stable capacity
of 630mAh g−1, which is competitive with those achieved by carbon-free cathodes. The
high aspect ratio of VGCF likely improves its resilience against Li2O2 particle growth by
lowering its electronic percolation threshold.
Another challenge invoked by the growth of large Li2O2 particles is being able to
completely oxidize all of the Li2O2 during charging, especially when the particle size
exceeds the electron transport length. Soluble redox mediators are recommended as a
method to reach these out-of-contact Li2O2 fragments and achieve a complete charge.
Preliminary experiments using TTF and LiI as a redox mediators show that the activity
of the the mediator diminishes with each cycle, as shown by the shortening of the low-
overpotential charge plateau. Suspecting that this is due to the crossover of the redox
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mediator to the anode, we tested a Nafion ionomer barrier and a solid Li+ conducting
glass ceramic to keep I– /I3
– on the cathode side. However, the activity continued to
diminish, even for the solid separator, which is impenetrable by I– /I3
– . The mechanism
of redox mediator depletion therefore must occur on the cathode side. Images of the
separator after cycling suggest that the precipitation of I3
– may be depleting the activity
of the redox couple in solution. This research is ongoing, and an inquisitive experimental
approach should be adopted for future studies to identify how the redox mediator activity
diminishes.
In conclusion, the formation of Li2O2 limits both the discharge capacity and the
rechargeability of the Li–O2 cell. A combined theoretical and experimental approach was
essential in determining the underlying limiting mechanisms. Theoretical models provide
a means of quantitative analysis of experimental data under the framework of a proposed
hypothesis. Although the effects of oxygen transport and charge transport limitations can
elicit qualitatively similar discharge curves, pairing the experiments with models allowed
us to distinguish the effects of one from the other and determine that charge transport
limits Li2O2 capacity by means of heterogeneous particle growth. This knowledge proved
valuable in identifying strategies to improve the discharge capacity and rechargeability.
Ultimately, a proposed solution must solve a problem that actually exists in the Li–O2 cell
for it to be useful. For this reason, fundamental research and characterization of failure
mechanisms continue to be a vital part of Li–O2 cell development. Even as trial-and-error
studies in the field decline, systematic studies are becoming more prevalent. Thus, one can
be hopeful that more efficient research efforts will lead to the development of a practical
Li–O2 cell sooner rather than later.
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APPENDIX A
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS
This section describes protocols used by multiple experiments in this dissertation.
A.1 Carbon Electrode Preparation
A.1.1 Super P
A cathode slurry was prepared by mixing 90 wt% of Super P®Li carbon (Imerys Graphite
& Carbon), with 10 wt% of polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF, Sigma-Aldrich), then adding
900mg of n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP, Sigma-Aldrich) for every 100mg of combined
solid weight. The slurry contents were mixed in a ball mill (Fritsch PULVERISETTE 23)
at 50Hz for at least 20 minutes. The slurry was coated on a sheet of carbon paper (Toray
TGP-H-030) with a doctor blade set to a height of 80 μm. The coated carbon paper was
dried at 100 °C under vacuum for 12 hours and transferred into an argon-filled glovebox
(O2 < 0.2 ppm, H2O< 1.0 ppm; Innovative Technology) without exposure to air. 5/8-inch
(15.88mm) diameter disks were punched from the carbon paper to form the individual
coin cell cathodes. The weight of the active layer (total weight minus carbon paper weight)
averaged (1.0 ± 0.1)mg.
A.1.2 Vapor Grown Carbon Fiber
Vapor grown carbon fiber (VGCF) cathodes were prepared in a method similar to that of
the Super P cathodes, but with less NMP per solid weight to maintain a similar consistency
for spreading. A cathode slurry was prepared by mixing 90 wt% of VGCF-H (Showa
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Denko K.K.), with 10 wt% of PVDF, then adding 900mg of NMP for every 100mg of
combined solid weight. The slurry contents were mixed in a ball mill at 50Hz for at least
20 minutes. The slurry was coated on a sheet of Toray carbon paper with a doctor blade
set to a height of 80 μm. The coated carbon paper was dried at 100 °C under vacuum for
12 hours and transferred into an argon-filled glovebox (O2 < 0.2 ppm, H2O < 1.0 ppm)
without exposure to air. 5/8-inch (15.88mm) diameter disks were punched from the
carbon paper to form the individual coin cell cathodes. The weight of the active layer
(total weight minus carbon paper weight) averaged (1.0 ± 0.1)mg.
A.2 Electrolyte Preparation
Electrolyte components were dried for 24 hours and stored in the argon-filled glovebox
prior to use. The salt, trifluoromethanesulfonate (LiCF3SO3; Sigma-Aldrich), was dried
at 100 °C under vacuum and the solvent, tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME;
Sigma-Aldrich), was dried over 3Åmolecular sieves. The electrolyte, a 1.0M LiCF3SO3
solution in TEGDME, was prepared by mixing with a Teflon-coated stir bar.
A.3 Coin Cell Assembly
A1/2-inch (12.7mm) diameter hole was punched in the top (cathode) side of eachCR2032
case (Pred Materials). The following components were added in sequence:
1. Stainless steel wire cloth disk, 3/4-inch (19mm) disk diameter, 0.0055-inch
(0.140mm) wire diameter (McMaster-Carr).
2. The cathode disk, prepared as described in appendix A.1.
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3. Whatman GF/D glass fiber separator, 3/4-inch (19mm) diameter.
4. Electrolyte, prepared as described in section 2.
5. Lithium metal, 0.77mm thick (Alfa Aesar), punched to 1/2-inch (12.7mm) diame-
ter.
6. Stainless steel spacer disk, 15.5mm diameter, 0.5mmmm thick.
7. Stainless steel wave spring (MTI Corporation).
The polypropylene gasket and the bottom (anode) side of the CR2032 case were added
to complete the assembly, which was crimped to a pressure of 14MPa using a hydraulic
coin cell crimper (BT Innovations). It should be noted that the electrolyte was dropped
only at the center of the separator; we found that attempting to spread the electrolyte over
the entire separator introduced inconsistencies in wetting. In addition, the electrolyte-
facing side of the lithium metal foil was scraped with a spatula prior to use to remove
surface oxides and impurities.
A.4 Testing Environment
Testing was performed in a custom-built hermetically sealed chamber, shown in Figure B.1.
The cells were loaded into the main chamber while in the glovebox. The entire apparatus
was purged with oxygen (99.999% purity, Airgas) for 15 minutes, then adjusted such that
the main test chamber was regulated at a pressure of 1.3 atm. An external oxygen supply
tank, initially at 250 psi (1724 kPa), ensured that the systemwas kept at positive pressure at
all times. The cells were allowed to equilibrate for at least 3 hours prior to electrochemical
testing. No significant drop in pressure was observed throughout the duration of the tests.
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A.5 Scanning Electron Microscopy
Discharged cells were disassembled inside the glovebox, and the cathodes were removed
and transported to the scanning electron microscope (Zeiss LEO 1550 Field Emission
SEM)within an airtight container. The cathodes were loaded onto the stage in the presence
of a nitrogen stream. Due to the tendency of Li2O2 to decompose under the electron
beam, a low accelerating voltage of 2.0 kV was used, and an aperture size of 20 μm was
used to reduce the beam current. Images were taken with a single pass after focusing on a
nearby region.
A.6 X-ray Diffraction
Cathodes were mounted on a glass microscope slide inside an argon-filled glovebox and
coated with paraffin oil to protect them from air during the x-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements. Measurements were done on a Bruker D8 Discover x-ray diffractome-
ter employing Cu-Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406Å) and fitted with a 2-dimensional detector.
Frames were captured with an exposure time of 10 minutes, after which they were inte-
grated along χ (the polar angle orthogonal to 2θ) to yield an intensity vs 2θ plot.
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APPENDIX B
ADDITIONAL FIGURES
Figure B.1: Li–O2 cell test chamber. (a) External oxygen tank. (b) Main chamber with
coin cells. (c) Electrical connectors to battery test channels.
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carbon
Li2O2
Figure B.2: XRD of cathode from discharged cell (igeo = 10 μA cm
−2, 2.0V cutoff).
No significant peaks besides those for Li2O2 were observed.
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Figure B.3: SEM image of a cathode partially discharged at 2.5 μA cm−2.
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Figure B.4: (a) Simulated (lines) and experimental (symbols) discharge curves for a
Li–O2 cell with XC-72 cathode from Nazar et al.
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Figure B.5: Tafel plot of onset potentials and corresponding fit to iR-corrected Tafel
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2
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(b)
Figure B.6: SEM images of pristine (undischarged) cathodes: (a) Super P and (b)
VGCF.
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Figure B.7: Supplementary discharge curves of cells with VGCF cathodes discharged
at geometric current densities of (a) 5.1 μA cm−2, (b) 10.9 μA cm−2, (c)
23.5 μA cm−2, (d) 50.5 μA cm−2, (e) 108.8 μA cm−2, (f) 234.5 μA cm−2, (g)
505.2 μA cm−2.
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Figure B.8: Fit of residual nucleation rate to empirical supersaturation equation
(eq 4.14).
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Figure B.9: Fit to impedance spectrum of a cell with a Super P cathode after four
discharge/charge cycles.
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Figure B.10: Voltage curves of cells with and without a LICGC barrier.
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Figure B.11: Separators for a cell with a LiI redox mediator and a LICGC barrier after
21 cycles.
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